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THE BG NEWS

Vol.70 Issue I

Bowling Green, Ohio

Thursday, February 25,1988

Master plan
is closer to
ratification
by Julie Wallace
assistant wire editor

Following a two-year deliberation period, the city's master
plan is under final revision and

Hoffman

Bellard

may be adopted by City Council
within two months.
The comprehensive master
Ct, which cost the city approxtely $15,000, is a detailed
study of the city, created to identify re-development and improvement plans for Bowling
Green.
Wes Hoffman, municipal administrator for the city, said the
plan should be adopted by the
city within 60 to 90 days depending on the number of controversial issues that arise from it.
"Often people will assume the
actions suggested are vile when
they are not," Hoffman said.
Former mayor Bruce Bellard
said the latest draft of the plan
was submitted to city officials in
January, and further revisions
can be expected.
"Before City Council adopts
the plan, public hearings will
have to be held on the proposals," Bellard said. "There is a
great deal of difference from
getting the plan set up and getting the plan adopted."
Once Council adopts the plan,
the recommended changes can
be started, Bellard said. Most of
the changes will not involve current city operations, though.
"What the plan is really designated for is long-range operations, such as how to zone property in the future, it doesn't really change what we are doing
now," he said.
The city commissioned Poggemeyer Design Group Inc., 121

E. Wooster St., to prepare the
plan in January, 1986. Bellard
said the copy the city received
from Poggemeyer in September, 1986, was not complete and
has been under revision since
that time.
"We had dozens of committee
meetings for changes on the
Elan after we got it Pack." Beltrd said. "It was all right, but
there were still things that
needed to be done."
Charlene Kerr, executive vice
president and director of planning for Poggemeyer. said after
submitting the first draft of the
plan in January, 1986, the firm
did not hear any feedback from
the city until December, 1987.
"The plan needed extensive
updating by that time, with the
mall and a new parking lot being
built," Kerr said.
Kerr said Poggemeyer updated the plan and submitted the
revised copy to city officials in
January to examine for any additional changes.
The current draft of the plan
lists six goals for future city development. Kerr said the goals
were determined by working
with the Downtown Business Association, the Chamber of
Commerce and city officials.
The goals include:
Ll Promoting planned economic development in the city.
O Preservation of the downtown as the central retail and office area in the city.
D Preservation and enhancement of existing neighborhoods.
i: Maintenance and enhancement of the historic district.
Development and maintenance of city parks and recreation facilities.
QProviding a transportation
system which addresses the
needs of the community.
Kerr said the public was given
input on the plan before any
drafts were prepared.
"We started by holding public
hearings and public meetings on
city problems," she said. 'Teople were asked to brainstorm on
the problems and their possible
solutions were examined."
Q See Plan, page 7.

S. Africa
bans all
activism

Porch penning

BG News/Rob Upton

Diane Bolda, junior English major, passes the time between classes on her front porch at 117 Manville
Ave., writing a letter. Bolda was suffering from a bit of cabin fever and decided to get outside for her writing endeavors.

Bishop preaches peace
by Scott Korpowski
reporter

Thomas Gumbleton

Thursday

Making wrong choices about
the nuclear arms race will destroy our world and our spiritual
well-being, said Bishop Thomas
T. Gumbleton, Auxilliary Bishop
of Detroit, during a speech on
campus last night.
Also president of Pax ChristiUSA, a Catholic world peace organization, Gumbleton spoke to
a crowd of about 40 at St. Thomas More Parish. His talk focused on the increasing threat of
nuclear build-up and America's
responsibility in promoting
peace.
Attacking the sensibility and
morality of America's "strategy
of deterrence," he said the $900
billion spent on the world's military could be better used in deterring world hunger.
Quoting Pope John Paul II,
Gumbleton said, "The future of
our planet depends on humanity
doing a moral about-face."
"Our strategy of defense is
flawed. We continually employ
and develop defensive weapons
that have staggering offensive

capabilities," he said. Gumbleton said the dynamics of our defensive strategy put us in higher
jeopardy rather than make us
ieel safer.
He said he believes it is every
government official's responsibility to question the duties of his
job. They are in the position to
destroy the Soviet Union, and
the world, in some situations, he
said.
"A strategy of defense has to
be a means of transition toward
general disarmament," he said.
America needs no more "deterring weapons," including MX2s, Trident and Penning missiles.
Development of ballistic missiles and especially space-based
weapons are making the world a
more hair-triggered one, he
said.
"With space-based weapons,
our reaction time to nuclear attack will go from a half-hour to
two or three minutes," he said.
Gumbleton said Americans
have been duped along for decades, and are now trapped in a
military industrial complex.
D See Peace, page 3.

Board to hear
tenant gripes
by Judy Immrl
assistant city editor

A recommendation allowing the city's Housing Commission to
function as a board of appeals for those with housing complaints was
made to the mayor at Wednesday's City-University Relations Committee meeting.
The motion grew out of a desire by the Housing Commission to be
more involved, said Mike Marsden, chair of the committee.
Mayor Edwin Miller said a testing period for the Housing Commission to hear such complaints will be enacted before legislation is
proposed to City Council to give the commission actual legal power.
"We want to walk before we run, with legislation," Miller said.
The board of appeals function will be similar to that of the zoning
board and Planning Commission.
One possible situation the Housing Commission could address is
safety. Fire Chief Jack Gonyer said a complaint had been brought to
him about the inability of students living In a basement of a singlefamily home to escape in case of fire.
Ward 2 councilman Jeff Gordon also mentioned a case where
wires were exposed in a student rental house, creating a fire hazard.
Gonyer said students have been reluctant to report these cases to
the Wood County Health Department because of possible retaliation
by their landlords. Having the Housing Commission as a mediator
might encourage more problems to be reported.
In other business, Marsden reported federal funding is available
for the proposed city-wide cultural diversity mini-course.
The five-week, non-credit course would be offered to city employees and the public.
'"1116 experience of a formal introduction to the subject of cultural
diversity is needed by every citizen," Marsden said.
D See Committee, page 8.

News in Brief

DRailroad accidents may be up In
Ohio, but Wood County has relatively
few, see story page three.

Mock elections bring 1,070

( ^University students are more concerned about shaping up and eating
right, see story page three.

Yesterday's mock presidential elections produced 1,070 students voters, just over half the goal
of 2,000 set by Jim Vanzant, Undergraduate Student Government representative.

Dukakis won the Democratic nomination by a
wide margin with 148 votes, followed by a tie between Paul Simon and Jessie Jackson, who
received 78 votes each. Richard Gephardt trailed
closely behind with 73 votes, followed by Gary
Hart, with 58 votes. Albert Gore received the
fewest votes with 15.

Republican presidential candidate Robert Dole
and Democratic .candidate Michael Dukakis were
the forerunners of the election.
Dole led the Republican ticket with 332 votes or
54 percent of the total votes. Next came George
Bush, U.S. Vice President, with 193 votes. Jack

Vanzant said he was pleased with the voter turnout.
"Even though we didn't reach our goal. I am exceedingly happy that we got that many," he said.
Kemp received 49 votes, and Pat Robertson
brought up the rear with 46 votes.

DThe Wood County treasurer Is closing the books on a lengthy career, see
story page four.
DThe Falcon basketball teams split
against Ohio University last night with
the women winning and the men losing.

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — The government
on Wednesday banned political
activity by 18 opposition groups,
including the nation's largest
anti-apartheid organization and
its biggest union federation, in
the most sweeping crackdown in
a decade.
Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu said the move would
be seen by many government
opponents as a "declaration of
war."
Law and Order Minister
Adriaan Vlok, however, said the
regulations "will contribute to a
climate of stability, peaceful
coexistence, and good neighborliness among all population
groups."
Vlok's order prohibits the
United Democratic Front, which
represents more than 2 million
members, from any activity except bookkeeping and court action. The same order was applied to 16 other groups, covering most of the large militant
black political groups in South
Africa.
It gives Vlok the power to prohibit any organization "from
carrying on or performing any
activites or acts whatsoever."
Security police notified at
least nine UDF members of restrictions on their activities,
which included being confined to
home and prohibited from
speaking publicly.
UDF co-president Archie
Gumede was prohibited from
participating in any UDF activities and banned from speaking
to journalists.
Albertina Sisulu, the other coCresident, was ordered confined
> her home from 6 p.m. to 5
a.m., prohibited from participating in activities of the UDF
and other organizations, and
barred from addressing meetings
of more than 10people.
r
'We are all peaceful organizations trying to unite the people.
Is this the way of reform?... We
dare say the government is declaring war on the people of
South Africa," Sisulu told reporters. She said she wasn't sure if
she was prohibited from speaking to the press.

————

Dole, Dukakis, Gephardt
win Midwestern preludes
Republican presidential hopeful Bob Dole was riding high today after twin victories over George
Bush In Midwestern preludes to next month's
Super Tuesday showdowns. Democrats Richard
Gephardt and Michael Dukakis swapped victories
and said they were eager to carry their battle into
the South.
"This is a marathon," Dukakis said. "It's going
to be a long one."

THE BG NEWS
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Mock '88 Election
step to end apathy
I1 hough the Ohio Primary isn't until May, about
. 1.000 students cast a ballot for the presidential
candidate of their choice in yesterday's Mock Election.
The event, which was sponsored by Undergraduate Student Government to promote awareness of
the politicians and their issues, is also an attempt to
attract political candidates to the campus to speak.
Although the votes did not "count," they seemed
to reflect what was decided by the primaries in
Iowa, New Hampshire and Michigan, according to
USG President David Robinson.
.
When given an issue they care about, students
will fail to live up to the reputation of political
apathy with which they have been credited.
Two issues of concern to students were at stake:
1) casting a vote as a show of faith for a particular
candidate and 2) an attempt to draw him to this
campus as a speaker.
Organizational efforts are already underway
among politicians to attract the college vote and
this event could be a major determinant in drawing
presidential hopefuls to (he University.
With the fall 1984 appearance of Ronald Reagan
and the planning of and participation in this preprimary election, candidates have proof that the
students of this University are a politically aware
and vital part of the 1988 campaign.
Whether or not the appearance of a presidential
hopeful is the final result of the mock election, USG
should be commended for the effort.
Providing the University community with a way
to learn more about the candidates and their political positions is an important step toward ending
voter apathy.
For this reason, events such as mock elections
should also be organized for senatorial, gubernatorial and congressional elections.

A presidential songfest
Miscellaneous

By Mike
Doherty

I ran into my buddy Spuds
Grobnik again the other day,
and unfortunately, he managed
to trick me into a conversation
about politics, a topic the Spudster knows almost as much
about as his Uncle Slats in Chicago does.
Slats, you understand, still
thinks the Ford who lived in the
White House in the mid-1970s
was the same guy who makes
the cars, and thus he believes
that Lee Iacocca is eminently
well-qualified to serve as our
president.
To my relief, Spuds didn't take
the topic all that seriously.
"Hey, buddy, did you see that
John Denver just released a
theme song based on Gary
Hart's campaign?"
As a matter of fact, Spudster,
I was just reading that in
the Detroit News the other day.
Some lyrics, huh?

"Yeah! Well, he met her at a
party, and her name was Donna
Rice... She was Gary's kind of
woman, she was pure Miami
Vice ...She thought he was Gary
Collins and could get her on
T.V... She suggested Monkey
Business and the rest is history... "
Great, Spuds, thanks for that
lovely rendition. Why the sudden
interest in music?

"Well, I was just thinking that
it wasn't very fair that Hart is
the only candidate with a theme
song, so I've been working on
some lyrics..."
Oh, no, Spuds...
"Yeah! For, instance, one for
Paul Simon, who really ought to
be able to write his own after all
those years with Art Garfunkel."
Uh, Spudster...
"Do you know the theme song
to "The Beverly Hillbillies?'"
Sure, why?
"Then sing along. Let me tell
ya a story bout a guy named
Paul... already in the Senate,
but he wants to have it
all...Friends said Pennsylvania
Avenue is where ya oughta
be...so he packed up his bags to
become the n o mi nee...presidential, that
is...peanut farmers...movie
stars..."
Well, Spuds, all I can really
say is that I'm speechless.
"Too bad Joe Biden didn't say
that. Anyway, would you believe
that I've actually found it easier
to write about the Republicans?"
Really?
"Okay, now, for Kemp, this is
sung to the tune of Bein Green.''
Something to do with campaign financing?
"No, no, no. Just listen up, will
ya? Ahem ...Oh, it's not that
easy bein' me...spendin' each
d,iv as a washed up Bills'
QB...when I think it could be
nicer bein' Bush or Dole or
Robertson or someone much
more colorful like that..."
I would hardly call Bush "colorful" Spuds.
"True, true, but I needed to
make the lyrics fit. How I really
feel about George is kind of cap-

Life and times of a pitbull

"Vain wisdom all, and false
philosophy. "J. Milton

I do for you, Buster?''
"Like I said, I ran away from
my master, in Toledo, and I
need a place to eat and figure
out where I can go from this
place.
I 've been straying
around on campus for about a
week and although you college
students are funny to watch, I
gotta get out of here."
Fair enough. I knew places he
could go to, but I wanted to know
more about him.
"Why did you run away, Buster?"

Something funny happened to
me the other day on my way
home from class. I saw a dog sitting on the sidewalk and, being a
dog lover, I approached it. I was
very careful not to spook him
though, seeing as he was a pitbull.
"You don't have to do that.
I'm not going to bite you. Why is
it everytime someone sees a pitbull, they automatically assume
we are going to attack them?"
I looked around. Who said
that? I glanced over at the dog.
"Name's Buster. I ran away
from my master about a week
ago. You going to help me get
some food or do I have to start
eating the pigeons?"
"You did say something to
me. Oh my God, I actually think
a dog is talking to me."
"Sure I'm talking to you. I'm
five years old; I've been exposed to the English language
tor a long time. You think dogs
don't pick it up? Just because
most of us choose not to speak to
you humans doesn't mean we
don't know how. Look, I need
your help. I didn't catch your
name?"
"My name is Nancy. What can

"I had some trouble in town."
"What kind of trouble, Buster?"
"I ate a kid."
Oh my! I dare say this was not
the kind of dog I needed to be
getting involved with and it was
at this moment that I really began to look at him.
He was black and white, about
150 lbs of pure muscle and about
Vh feet high. Yes, he certainly
could have eaten a child! Actually, he probably could have eaten me (and that would be no
small snack.)
"So, Nance, are you going to
help me?"
'^Well, I don't know. I mean
you ate a kid. You're a murderer, you know. You probably
ought to be in a pound or put to
sleep or something. That's what
they do with pitbulls, don't they?
I don't know personally, I have a
cute, calm, nonviolent labrador
retriever myself."
This was not a very bright
thing to say to a pitbull that was
hungrily licking my hand.
"You know you people are all
alike. Did you ever try thinking
about this issue from our point of
view?"
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"Okay Buster, shoot."
"Alright, first of all, do you
realize that you people were the
ones that bred us to be powerful
and able to kill? And that you
train us to be mean and agressive? If you don't want us to be
like this, why do you make us
this way?"
That was a good question. I
had no answer, though, so I just
nodded.
"Secondly, they take us when
we are puppies and keep us in a
cage except for meals and training. And now do they train us?
Let's see, they start by fattening
us up with 25 cent dog food that
has about as much nutritional
value as a bag of Doritos. Then
when we get to be about full size,
they starve us to make us mean.
"After about a week of starvation, they take us for a run
around tne town and make us
eat other people's pets, cats and
puppies. I know it sounds sick,
but when I eat these things, it's
because I'm starving.
"After we've, what they call,
"tasted blood," we are put on a
treadmill and made to run as
fast as we can for up to 20
minutes. There is usually a
chicken hanging in front of us
for incentive.
"Had enough, Nance?" He
must have noticed the green tint
forming on my face. Anyway,
after the treao^mill, we have to
bite hard onto a tire and it is
hung up about five feet in the air
for an hour. We aren't allowed to
let go. "This goes on until we are
mean enough to fight. On the
day of the fight we are dehydrated and starved so we really
want to tear the other dog apart.
And why do we want to win? Because if you don't get killed in
the fight, you are hung if you
lose.
"Of course, though, it's not all
bad. If we get injured, and we
win, the master will repair us
with black market penicillin and
rub motor oil on our sores to
make the fur grow back."
Then he looked down at the
ground. He looked like he was
going to cry.
"We had a match last week. I
won. I always do, but my girl,
Queen, well, she lost and the
master hung her out in the rain
as an example of what happens
to losers. She wasn't a loser, she
just couldn't kill anymore. Well,
anyway, I took a walk. I was so
mad and this kid starting poking
me with a stick and throwing
rocks and I guess I just lost my
head. I didn't really want to
kill..."
His voice trailed off and I
found myself putting my arms
around him. If only people would
get off their superior species
trip, maybe fe could learn

something from the animals.
It's a shame they don't talk to us
more often.
Of course, if they did, we
would never listen.
"Nance, I think I'm going to
ust go back and tell my side of
" e story to the court. It is my
responsibility."
How brave. What can you say
to something like that? "Hey
Buster, get a good lawyer."

IS

Erikson, a junior journalism
major from Burton and a reporter for Friday Magazine, is a
columnist for The News.

tured by my adaptation of the
Beatles' Nowhere Man."
Somehow, that sounds appropriate. How does it go?

"George is our vicepresident... Though no one
knows quite where he went.. .For
seven years now Ronnie's
sent..him nowhere... Doesn't
have party support... Because
he's really not the sort...to know
what the hell is going on..."
Wonderful! Truly a divine
inspiration.
No, no, the divine inspiration
came with another Beatles' song
—With A Little Help From My
Friends. Can you guess which
candidate?"
Divinely inspired...oh, well,
then, it must have been Robertson.
"Of course. What would you
do if I preached off the tube?...
Would you form an invisible
army?...Lend me some bucks
and 111 become prez...Then
you'll all go to heaven with
me..."
You know, somehow. I can
picture the Rev singing that. But
what about the hallowed frontrunner? You haven't mentioned
himyet.
"True, true, but that's only
because his song is the most
memorable of the Republican
ditties, so I saved it for last."
WeU, then, let's hear it.
"Well, he's our man, he's atakin' Ronnie's job...(singin'
Dole-wah-diddy-diddydum-diddy-Dole)...Headin' to
the White House, call him Presidential Bob..."
My God, Spuds, you're onto
something here - a song like that
could make Dole top banana
someday.
"Oh, cute, very cute. You,
know, though, I must admit that
I've had some problems writing
about the Democratic candidates."
Really? That surprises me. I

Respond

don't know about Gephardt, but
I would think that Jackson could
inspire a version of 77ie Rainbow Connection, and surely a
candidate whose nickname is
"Duke" should inspire something.
"Well, actually, you're partially right — what I ended up doing was writing a theme song for
all three of those guys combined, since they figure out be
the three who matter come convention time in Atlanta. Do you
remember the old Terry Cashman song, Willie, Mickey and
the Duke?"
Well, of course — it always
gets a lot of play this time of
year as Spring Training opens —
though I'm pretty certain it was
called Talkm'Baseball.

"Maybe you're right.
Whatever. Anyway, this is what
it sounds like:

Well Ronnie's been winnin'...
And Gary, he's been sinnin'...
And Fntzie scurried back to
the Gopher State.
DuPont was like Peter Rabbit
He dropped out with Brucie
Babbitt...
And nobody knows who will
win in 1988!
I'm talkin' politics...
Bobby Dole and Paulie Simon
Talkin'politics...
George Bush is Rather whinin'
They're all fightin' and debatin'in rebuke...
But they know 'em all from
Boston to Dubuque...
'Specially Jessie ...Dickie and
the Duke.
Amen, Spuds. But just one
word of warning - if you keep
this up, someone is bound to
pack you off to Sing-Sing.
Doherty, a senior English
major from Bowling Green, is a
columnist for the News.

Correction

The BG News editorial
Siage is your campus
Drum.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

An item in Tuesday's
city police blotter incorrectly stated the condition
of Timothy A. Barr when
cited by city police Saturday. Barr admitted to
police he had been drinking, but no test was conducted to prove whether he
was intoxicated, nor was
he cited for driving under
the influence of alcohol.
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Wood County RR
death counts low
by Rebecca Thomas
staff reporter

More people die in railroad-crossing accidents in
Ohio thin in any other state, according to Debbie
Vivalo, spokesperson for the Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio (PUCO).
Of the 6,894 public railroad crossings in Ohio,
4,118 are passive, meaning they have no warning
lights or gates, Vivalo said. There were 65 fatal accidents at crossings last year, 56 percent of which
occurred at passive crossings, she said.
Despite the high number of fatalities in Ohio.
Wood County had no fatalities related to railroad
crossings last year. There were just three accidents at railroad crossings.

Path finder

BG News/Mark Thalman

John Wodarski. a freshman 1500 meter runner on the Bowling Green track team, clears a lane at Whittaker track so that the long distance runners can have an afternoon workout. Coach Sid Sink said that each
year the short distance runners shovel the track for their long distance counterparts.

by Amy Reyes
reporter
Students and faculty are becoming more concerned with
physical fitness and are taking
steps to be healthier, according
to several University experts.
Not only are more students
and faculty eating better, but
they have also increased their
physical activity, said Jacquie
Zaley, graduate assistant for
fitness and health promotion at
the Student Recreation Center.
The SRC has outlined several
fitness programs for members
who are interested in achieving
healthier life styles, she said.
Programs at the SRC are designed to meet various fitness
programs for people with
different metabolisms.
Zaley said more people are using the Rec Center. She said she
has seen more people staying
with their physical fitness programs.

More students
are concerned
with diet, fitness

Day by Day Photography Contest
The contest is open to any BGSU full-time student.
Winning pictures will IM-: imaged in the 1988-89 UAO
Day by Day Calendar.
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Photographs must be b!$e$§ d^p^P»^| x 10 glossy or
semi-glossy and must be of B^^''eyett^, people or campus. All entries mastdbe:y«ubliiitt«9df'i)^;'Rfarch 30th. For
more details,. &&£» by the- UAO office, $&& Moor Union or
call 372-2343.
€ASH PRIZJBSt
for top 3 photos: 825. $15. $10

Su*nmQA&£mpLoynvwt
Applications for summer '88 and the '88-'89 academic year are being distributed at
The 1988 Summer Job Fair
March 1, 1988 1:30-4:30 p.m.
In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Fan 1988 job application. inclade:
Summer Job Application* Incladc:
Summer School-June 18-Aug. 13 at Founders
McDonald
Commons Krelscher
Conferences
Garden Terrace Dell Amanl
Chllys
Boys State June 10-21 at Harshman ft Krelscher
Founders
Harshman Bake Shop
Jr. High Jamboree-Aug. 4-7 at McDonald
Zzas
The Galley
NotC:

" H recommended that all persons seeking fall employment, work approximately two weeks during spring
semester for training purposes. Current Food Operations Employees need not apply at this time.
»

'
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Even though there is a low-incident rate in Wood
County, Vivalo said precautions need to be taken
when crossing railroad tracks.
"The public needs to be aware of the dangers involved in this situation," Vivalo said. "This means
to stop, look, listen and pay attention."
A three-step safety program being developed by
PUCO intends to reduce the incidents of gradecrossing fatalities.
According to Vivalo, there are three "E's" of
grade crossing safety —engineering, enforcement
Monna Pugh, assistant director of food operations, said she
has noticed students and faculty
eating healthier foods.
"They are eating lighter foods
and they still love their hamburgers but, there are more students eating quiche," Pugh said.
But some people are still interested in foods high in
cholesterol and fat and probably
always will be, according to
Pugh.
Pugh has been with the University since 1960 and over that
period of time she said she has
seen trends in eating habits.
"A lot of them are eating salads and yogurts for lunch, instead of fatty foods, and more
meat and vegetables for dinner
than they used to," she said.
Tammy Gocial, coordinator of
The Well, said determining
weaknessess is the most important part to a healthier lifestyle
and the first step toward a successful diet.
The Well assists people in

and education. The Operation Ufesaver program
involved these three points.
Grade crossings throughout Ohio are continually
being evaluated to determine the need for the
placement, or engineering, of initial or additional
safety warning devices, Vivalo said. There are
several reasons why grade crossings may lack
warning devices, she said.
One of the most important reasons is that the
roads are, for a large part, not heavily traveled
and are privately owned, such as a railroad crossing on a farmer's property, Vivalo said.
Another major reason railroad-warning devices
are missing is a lack of available funding, Vivalo
said. Usually, whoever owns the road on which the
railroad crossing is located has to pay about 90
percent of the cost of putting in the warning devices, she said.
Enforcement of grade crossing laws is being advocated by cooperation of PUCO and law enforcement officials, Vivalo said. When motorists disobey the laws, law enforcement officials are being
encouraged to cite them for the infraction, she
said.
The public must be educated in order to be made
aware of how serious the problem of accidents at
crossings is, she said. It is vital that people realize
the amount of fatalities and take positive steps to
alleviate this problem in the future, Vivalo said

choosing the type of diet best for
them, she said.
"For the most part, we basically do consulting and we help
them determine what their
weaknesses are," Gocial said.
One of the steps in achieving a
healthier lifestyle is to achieve
"overall wellness," she said.
"(Wellness) is more than an abscency of disease. It's a positive
outlook defined by balancing
emotional, physical, spiritual,
intellectual and social awareness."
This positive outlook can lead
to that successful diet a lot of
people are aiming for, she said.
Some people will cut back on
calories without increasing physical activity, but exercising is
what reduces body fat, she said.
"Be patient. It won't happen
tomorrow. It's the kind of thing
that people try to do alone," she
said.
It is always easier to diet with
another person, she said.

Peace
D Continued from page 1.
"We have been deceived. We
had been told military build-up
was a means to move beyond a
strategy of defense toward
peace. We have had a war economy for the past 25 years, and it
is very threatening to discuss
disarmament to people who depend on weapon production," he
said.
Gumbleton is a Bishop for a
Detroit Diocese and is Pastor for
St. Leo's Church. He plans to attend the international council
meeting for Pax-Christi USA,
the American branch of the
International Catholic Peace
Movement, in Germany this
May.
Gumbleton is a former president of Bread for the World, a
Christian lobby group for world
hunger. He also was among
select ministers sent to Tehran,
Iran in 1979 to visit the American hostages.
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County treasurer closing books
by Tim Baker
staff reporter
Wood County Treasurer Edward Nietz came into office on
the fifth consecutive Republican
sweep of the county offices in
1960 — he's been there ever
since.
In actuality, his first win came
in May, 1960 when he won the
Republican party nomination
from incumbent Herbert
Roetner and had no Democrat
challenge him for the office.
After more than 26 years in office, Nietz has decided to retire
with Monday being his last day.
In those years, he has seen two
attempts to remove his position
from the ballot. He said in
government there is a trend to
appoint certain county officials
like treasurers, but he opposes
this even though he is retiring.
"Outside of someone's own
family, their property is closest
to them," Nietz said."They want
someone to talk to about their
property tax, someone who is
elected and receptive to them.
There is this trend to knock out
some county officials — why
have a democracy then!"

He has seen the population of
the county grow from 60,000 to
107,000 and the property tax rate
rise from $32 per $1,000 valuation to $54 per $1,000 valuation.
The worst time he said he saw
as treasurer was after the reappraisal year of 1969 when the increase in property tax began. He
said 4,500 complaints were
made.
As treasurer, he is on the
Board of Revisions which handles complaints. He and the
board spent many weeks in the
basement of the Courthouse registering those complaints.
During the high interest years
of the late '70s, Nietz's investments of county funds
reaped $1.6 million for the
county, a record for his office.
"These interest rates were
good for investment, but not
good for the economy and the
Qle,"he said. "I only did
less with banks. I don't believe in gambling with other
peoples' money, like they did up
in Toledo when they delt with
swindlers and lost $17 million."
Nietz is surrounded in his
modest office by picturers of his
six grandchildren and four chil-

Nietz was a radar operator in
"The War," as he calls World
War II. All the conflicts since
then were"skirmishes," he said.
His battle history reads like a
list of John Wayne movies. He
helped land troops in New
Guinea, Saipan, Guam, Okinawa and the Philippines. He said
he was preparing to land at
Japan when "we dropped the
bomb."
He graduated from the University in 1951 on the G.I. Bill
with an intent on politics.
Nietz is active in church work:
he is currently a Sunday school
teacher and a trustee of the
United Bretheren Church, in
Walbridge.
During his retirement, Nietz
Slans to do work on the Nietz
omestead farm which consists
of two 40-acre parcels which his
grandfather bought in 1886.
He said his specific plans are
to do some traveling with his
wife, Bernice, and to tear down
an old garage on the farm.
"I just plan to be free."

BG News/Rob Upton

Edward N. Nietz

N.S.E.-AN EDUCATIONAL ADVENTURE
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RACKETEERS
Post-off 12 pk. Old Milwaukee Cans
Post-off 15 pk. Schlitz Malt Liquour
Cold Suitcases. 24 returnables, King Kegs

dren. The Nietzes lost one son,
Mark, in a drowning accident
when he was 13.

\*

Seagram's 4 Pk. Coolers

Seagram's $3."
Ruffles Potato Chips ^ £» Pepsi 2-liter
7 oz. pkq. 99c
^ M
99c
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I

H Cash & Carry
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Select Carnations

Doz. s3.50

Mixed Bouquets

Pkg. '3.50
Doz. »2.00

White Daisies

Helium-filled Mylar baloons '3.00

Myle's Flowers
- Dairy Queen Bldg. -
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4:30-7:00 p.m.

KlOO

$3.50

THE PHEASANT ROOM-2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION 8
No Reservations accepted for these Specials
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7 00 pm daily
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Don't miss the next issue of your favorite comic series!
Join Young's Newsstand
Comics Club Today
-Lower Prices
-Reserved Titles
-Monthly Newsletters

Why Go to Toledo When You Can Buy in Bowling Green

YOUNG'S NEWSSTAND
178 S. MAIN BG. 353-2176
Your One-Stop Newsstand!
Sun: 7am-3pm
Daily: 7am-6pm

One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price I Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatlc and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $H988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must becompletey satisfied of we wIN return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds

382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

St»rnte
352-2533

I
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Quad Rock Cafe to open
by Laura Gorman
reporter

A non-alcoholic night spot on campus will
have its grand opening tonight in Founders
Quadrangle as part of an increase in "dry"
programming designed to accommodate
students who are underaged.
Quad Rock Cafe will be open Thursday
nights from 9 p.m. to midnight in "Zzas," located in Founders cafeteria.
"Quad Rock Cafe, along with other nonalcoholic activities, is on the rise this year,"
said Gregg DeCrane, assistant vice president of Student Activities.
Events which have generally been alcoholic in the past are changing programming to
accommodate those unable to drink, he said.
"There has been a gradual approach by
student organizations towards what will
happen in the next few years when the
majority of students will be underage," DeCrane said. "The demand is out there for

non-alcoholic alternatives and students are
responding favorably to alternative programming."
"Zzas" became the home of the cafe because it was an existing facility available for
alternative non-alcoholic activity, he said.
Quad Rock Cafe will have a different atmosphere than "Zzas," said Edward O'Donnell, assistant director of Food Operations.
"The lights will be dimmed and a more
classy atmosphere will be attempted," 0'Donnell said.
In addition to to the regular menu, appetizers and mocktails will be served. Door
prizes will also be awarded on the opening
night.
The name, "Quad Rock Cafe," submitted
by Bruce Dawson, senior social studies
major, was the winner in a contest to name
the new non-alcoholic Thursday night event
at "Zzas."
The original deadline for the contest was
postponed due to the lack of response, ac-

cording to O'Donnell.
"We then opened the contest to a broader
group of students," he said.
The contest was sponsored by the Residence Life Staff at Founders and the Quad
Rock Cafe is coordinated by Founders Residence Hall Council.
Other non-alcoholic activities offered on
campus include "The Dry Dock," located in
Harshman Quadrangle.
"Dry Dock," which opened last year, was
created by students who were interested in
non-alcoholic programming, said Michael
Sheehan, adviser to "Dry Dock." This is the
first year "Dry Dock" has become solely a
student organization funded by student fees,
he said.
Officers have been elected this year and
there is a standing organizational membership of 20 students mostly comprised of
freshmen, Sheehan said.
Dry Dock has doubled its attendance since
last year, according to Sheehan.
"Next year we'll once again double our
clientele since there will be twice as many
students unable to attend bars."

Summer job Award gives
forecast 'Fair' accolades for
service, work

by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

The "Summer Job Fair" is no longer just a day at camp.
Tuesday, between 1:30 and 4:30 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom, interested students can take part in the fair, which
will have 80-90 employers to talk about Jobs pertaining to students' majors, with many positions available.
Potential employers will be coining from many states
around the country to look for interested students to work this
summer.
The job fair was previously known as "camp day," because
most of the employers are from summer camps. However,
Judy Gardner, assistant director at the Financial Aid and Student Employment Offices, said the fair is moving away from
just having summer camp employers.
"We're trying to expand. We don't want it to be just another
summer job," Gardner said.
In the past, work has been found for students mostly in resort
areas as lifeguards. However, this year, teaching positions in
art, music and jobs in office work and recreation have been
added to the growing list, she said.
The University is only one of the stops on the "Summer Job
Fair" tour and employers from New York and Vermont will be
at the Union to answer questions about any position.
Gardner said the program has been successful in recent
years, and with the new additions, she has even more hopes for
this year.

by Amy Frankart
reporter

Graduating seniors and graduate students who have demonstrated outstanding service during their career at the University are eligible to be nominated
for a President's Award.
The Office of Student Affairs
is now accepting applications
for the Distinguished Service
Award.
The award is not focused on
academics, but instead on volunteer work, Greek Life, athletics, and other student activities,
according to Ruby Bell, secretary to the Vice President for
Student Affairs.
Students need not excel in all
areas to be eligible since it is
hard to do as a student, Bell
said. Past recipients have usual-
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Because you like to PARTY!
Thurs. Feb. 25th (THAT'S TODAY!)
8-12 midnight $1 admission
Grand Ballroom - 2nd floor,
University Union
co-sponsored by Minority Programs & Activities

Today's Hottest Dance Band!
to PARTY!
Because you
INNOVATION

INNOVATION

INNOVATION

INNOVATION

INNOVATION

INNOVATION

INNOVATION

ly been active in "one major
area."
To be considered, a student
must be nominated, either by
faculty, administrative staff, or
by self-nomination.
After the applications are in, a
committee of representatives
from Residence Life, Greek
Life, Off-Campus Student
Center, and other studentoriented organizations review
them, Bell said.
They are then narrowed down
to the most outstanding applications, she said. The award is usually earned by approximately
25 undergraduates and five
graduate students, according to

BG News/ Mark Thalman

Treetop tailor

Doug Amos of Amos Tree Trimming and Painting cuts some branches off a tree on Wooster Street with a chainsaw. The limbs are secured with ropes before they are cut down to prevent them from
crashing to the ground.

Applications for nominations
are available at 305 Student Services Building. The deadline for
all applications is 5 p.m. Friday,
March 18.
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Downtown
fix-up urged
The first area to be discussed
in the plan is the block bounded
by South Main, East Wooster,
Prospect and Clough Streets.
Major renovations to the
Over the next three-to-five
downtown business district are years, the plan calls for the purrecommended in the proposed chase and demolition of UNComprehensive Development man's warehouse on Clough
Plan now under consideration Street and the building at 1285.
by the city administration.
Prospect St. to provide addiThe plan, prepared by Pog- tional parking. The latter buildSemeyer Design Group, 121 E. ing now houses J and D Elecbooster St., is designed to aid tronics, and the plan recomthe city in planning future land mends the company be relouse and growth. Chapter eight of cated.
the plan, "Downtown," outlines
Also recommended for the
recommendations to renovate a wrecking ball is the warehouse
behind 140 E. Wooster St., which
14-block area along Main Street.
Overall recommendations in- the plan says should be removed
clude the renovation of store- to establish a food court, with an
fronts and rear entrances, im- outdoor eating area, green
proved sign usage, additional space, small park or pedestrian
Erking for better traffic flow, access way.
idscaping and renovation of
upper-levelstores.
Across Main Street, in the
Joan Gordon, executive man- block contained by South Main,
West
Wooster, South Church,
ager of the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce, said and Clough Streets, Pogsuch improvements are vital to gemeyer suggests the city and
the prosperity of the downtown downtown merchants build a
parking garage.
area.
• "The parking lots on this block
"These types of improvements are definitely important include long-term public and
and we need to keep up with private parking facilities. Thus
them. I think downtown would this site is the prime location for
most certainly die if we don't a potential parking garage.
pay attention to them," Gordon
said.
3 See Downtown, page 8.

Main Street renovations proposed

by Greg Connel
city editor

PMMMCTITMUT

The following is a map showing improvements proposed for
the downtown business district
as part of the updated master
Clan currently being reviewed
y city officiate.
1. Uhlman's warehouse—purchase and demolish
for additional parking.
2. JD Electronics—purchase
and demolish for additional
parking.

3. Warehouse behind 140 E.
Wooster St.—purchase and demolish to make room for a food
court.
4. Construct parking garage.
5. Upgrade alley beside and
behind Purcell's Bike Shop, 131
W. Wooster St., to provide
pedestrian access to parking
garage.

'6. B.G. Mirror and
Glass—purchase and demolish
for additional parking.
7. Endorse the construction of
a grocery store in this block.

10. Demolish senior citizens
building for additional parking.
11. Demolish or renovate
house, at corner of Lehman and
South Prospect Streets.

8. Acquire and demolish residences and construct a "bowling
green."

12. Gillespie building—purchase and demolish for
additional parking.

9. Purchase property, close
West Oak Street, and build a
courtyard.

13. Mid-City Automotive—purchase and demolish for
additional parking.

FALCONS VS. KENT STATE-SATURDAY AT "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS
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USE YOUR HOME EQUITY TO QUALIFY
FOR $10,000 OR MORE- WITHEXECUUNE
ALL FEES WAIVED.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE INTEREST.
NO WAITING FOR APPROVAL.
PRIME PLUS 2-3% INTEREST.
EASIER MONEY MANAGEMENT.
Execuline is the pre-approved
personal line of credit thai lets you
authorize your own loan, simply by
writing a check for $300 or more,
up to your predetermined credit
limit.
With Execuline you no longer
need to complete separate loan
applications every time you wish to
borrow. You simply sign your own
special Execuline checks for $5,000,
$10,000, $15,000 or more - for
investments, special purchases, tui-

credit and the minimum payment
tion, vacation, medical bills... or
whatever personal credit need arises currently due each month.
What's more, changes in tax laws ACT NOW AND SAVE OVER
may make the interest on this per$150.00 IN FEES.
sonal line of credit deductible. And
Apply for Execuline before March
you can enjoy all these Execuline
31. 1988 and we'll waive over
advantages at impressively low inter- $150.00 in processing fees along
est rates. You'll pay just prime rate
with the $30.00 annual fee for 1988.
plus two percent for an Execuline
To apply for your pre-approved
secured with a certificate of deposit, personal line of credit or to obtain
real estate, stocks or other marketmore information, just stop by your
able securities; and prime rate plus
nearest Fifth Third banking center
three percent for an unsecured
today.
Execuline.
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1032 North Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio • 354-1592
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THURSDAY ■ College I.D. Night
(free admission with valid ID.)
FRIDAV AND SATURDAY ARE HAPPENING NIGHTS!

(reducedcover before 900 p.m.)

SUNDAY - Wild Pitcher Night
MONDAY - Monday Mania
(free video and pool all night)

TUESDAY - Hospital Employees Night
WEDNESDAY - Ladies' Night
(free admission fa the ladies)
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 7 NIGHTS A WEEK!
3922 SECOR AT SYLVANIA, TOLEDO
ALL THIS WEEK - "The Affilr"
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Housing zones proposed
by Judy Immel
assistant city editor

To prevent conflicts between
student renters and families in
single-family homes in areas
surrounding the University, the
city's updated version of the
master plan proposes specific
areas of the city be set aside for
students.
According to the first book of
the city's comprehensive plan
update, now being reviewed by
city officials, the city should encourage student rentals and
University-related activities
along the borders of campus and
discourage those rentals and activities at increasing distances
from the University.
Allowing neighborhoods of
both student renters and families creates problems because of
"dramatic differences in lifestyles," the plan stated.
The master plan was formulated by the Poggemeyer Design

Group, 121 E. Wooster St.. to
map out the desired development of Bowling Green over the
next 25 years.
However, former Ward 1
councilman Jim Davidson said
this section of the master plan is
a "propaganda ploy" by the
landlords.
"Permanent residents and

license) requests," he said.
One area specifically identified in the report as a target for
a specific zoning district is the
fraternities and sororities locatreport noted "problems
are created when (fraternity/sorority) sites impact upon
adjoining or surrounding resi-

"The only ones who will win with this plan
are the landlords, who want to maximize
the use of their rental properties."
dential areas" and "mixed occupancy uses develop in neighborhoods that should be homogeneous."
The report identifies certain
"transition" zones, where dwellings owned and/or occupied by
single-family homes are being
gradually converted to rental
housing. These were the areas

students can get along just fine.
The only ones who wiB win with
this plan are the landlords, who
want to maximize the use of
their rental properties."
Having a nigh number of students in one area will "exacerbate the problems the city is
fighting — the noise, parking
problems and F permit (liquor

The plan proposes several
changes in the city for the future, but Bellard said the plan is
only a suggestion of what will
even tually happen.
"It is not cut into stone," Bellard said. "If a better idea
comes along, then it can be
changed."
One proposal the plan includes
is further development of multiple-family housing.
Kerr said an important factor
in development planning is to
scatter the multi-family housing
throughout the community.
"Many multi-family dwellings
house lower income or elderly
persons," she said. "If you
intermingle them throughout
the community, then they cannot be ignored as they might be
if they were all located in one
area/'
The updated master plan proposes construction of several
complexes for families on the
southeast and southwest side of
the city and by Woodland Mall.

Residencies should be established by the mall, she said, to
allow easy access to the services
provided In that area.
In addition to expanded housing plans, several street extensions and an intersection at 1-75
and Newton Road are also proposed.
The city's parking problem is
also addressed in the plan, she
said. Expansions and reorganizations are indicated for
several city parking lots and two
locations are designated as possible sites for parking garages.
The 1988 version of the master
plan is actually an update of a
plan completed during the early
'70s. Kerr said. Although several
of the proposals in the previous
version have been accomplished, one that was not met
stands out.
"The former plan had predicted housing to develop where the
waste water treatment plant is
now located." she said. "Obviously, that is not the case."

CAMPUS

D See Z«aei, page 8.

SPECIAL
Reg. 10" Pan
Pizza with
any
one item for

Open 11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m.
Sun.-Wed.
11:00 a.m. -3:00 a.m.
Thur».-Sat.
3529638

Open 10-9 Daily 12-5 Sunday
WOODLAND MALL

10%
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON

Offering assistance is one of the main functions of the State Highway Patrol, but rarely does it risk an officer's life.
A distress call answered Monday was an exception for Raymond
Pacheco, an officer of the patrol's Walbridge post.
A car had broken down on the U.S. 6 overpass of I-7S; Pacheco answered the call and arrived on the scene a few moments later to
offer assistance.
The motorist, later indentified as Joseph Collins of Canton, Mich.,
told Pacheco he ran out of gas. When Pacheco asked Collins for some
information, he was "given the runaround," according to Lt. Dennis
Zwayer of the Walbridge post.
After Pacheco asked a few question and searched him, Collins
suddenly lunged at the patrolman. Pacheco took out his chemical
mace to subdue Collins, but it did not work. Collins then struggled to
get Pacheco's gun.
"He just looked at me like, 'I'm gonna kill you', " Pacheco said.
"He tried to rip the gun right from my holster.
Fortunately for Pacheco, Collins was unable to get the gun and

THURSDAY WITH I.D.
rUSc OFF

j 25C OFF 1 lb.
iof Candy

Exp 3/3/88

|

MUNCHIES

$3.50

SPECIAL
Large Pan
Pizza
with any 2
items plus
one qt. oi
Coke

Extra items
.70 each
$5.20 value
Free Delivery

Tonight at 10:30

$7.00

Sex Beatles

Extra items
$1.20 ea.
$10 value
Free Delivery^

Exp 3/3/88

Hockey Fini •
See the Falcons beat
Michigan Sal.
7:30
Canadian Beer Special
during game"

AVOID THE
SIMMER RUSH AS A
GEAUGA LAKE EMPLOYEE

See Attack, page 8.

FREE #•
GREEN INK £*
In honor of St. Patrick's Day!

"Many college towns have
student areas and we've been
trying to avoid this because it
leads to 'gbettoization,' which
increases tensions and leads to
exploitation," he said.

a Continued from page 1.

POLLYEYES

by John Meola
city reporter

Ginny Lopick, Personnel Manager of Geauga Lake
Amusement Park will be visiting your college and
accepting applications for summer employment at the
annual Job Fair on March 1,1988. Cashiers, tickettakers, ride operators, food stand managers, restaurant
and gift shop workers are needed. Seasonal benefits.
Stop by the booth for information and receive a free
gift Interested applicants can get a jump on the last
minute rush of students interviewing for summer jobs.
You'll have one less thing to worry about when finals
approach.

^

Clip out this ad and bring It in for FREE
standard green ink on any printing order,
now, until March 17th. A $25.00 value.

HIGH QUALITY PRINTING

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
111 S. Main
352-5762
downtown

CAFE
GRAND OPENING!
The Thursday Evening Alternative

Geauqa^ake

February 25, from 9:00 pm-Midnight
located in Founders East Dining Room
Food, Fun, Music, Dancing and
Non-Alcoholic Refreshments

Gtauga Lake. 1060 Aurora Rd. Aurora. OH 44022.
Call 562-7131 or 1-800-THE WAVE

Door Prizes will be given away

%J

conveniently
located
Quick print, inc.

"The plan is a mechanism to
accommodate them for longrange planning," he said.
Mike Marsden, chair of the City-University Relations Committee, said this kind of segregation of the University community would be unfortunate.

-Jim Davidson, former councilman

Call risks life
of patrolman

jtflqw

south of East Wooster Street and
west of the Conrail tracks,
where the foundation of the former H.J. Heinz factory is located.
Wes Hoffman, municipal administrator, said the plan attempts to make some sense of
the present zoning codes, which
allow fraternities and sororities
to be located all over the city.

Plan
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Downtown
□ Continued from page 6.
Commitments for long-term
parking spaces from the banks
and other businesses in this
block could assist in financing
a parking structure," the plan
explains.
The L-ahaped alley adjacent
to and behind Purcell's Bike
Shop 131 W. Wooster St.,
should be upgraded for use as
a pedestrian accessway, and
the building housing Bowling
Green Mirror and Glass should
be torn down for additional
parking, according to the plan.
"Care should be taken to relocate the business to a more
beneficial site within the downtown," according to the plan.
The block bounded by
Clough, South Main, Washington, and Prospect Streets, currently includes a 56-unit
apartment building (under
construction), Raders, the office of attorney Richard
Marsh, Belleville Market and
another Uhlman's Department
Store warehouse.
"Consideration should be given to locating a grocery store
in this block at some point in
the future, especially if additional housing is developed in
or near the downtown," the
plan states.

Hoger S. Vail, president of
Fred W. Uhlman and Company, said Uhlman's would
consider selling its properties
cited in the plan.
"We have a long-term working relationship with the city,"
be said. "We would be willing
to discuss anything that would
improve the overall community and would fit into our longterm plans."
The area bordered by North
Main, West Court, West Oak
and Church Streets houses the
Wood County Public Library,
251N. Main St., to the east, and
several residences to the west.
"Recommendations for this
area include acquisition and
demolition of those residences
and transformation of this
area into a 'bowling green,'
which is a green space used for
the old English yard sport of
bowling," the plan explains.
"This open area would serve
as the only common green
space in the downtown and
could be monitored by staff in
the city building to the immediate north, and used by senior
citizens at the Senior Center to
the northwest and by library
users.
"Proper lighting, branches,
trees, and shrubs should be
added, possibly a plaque
tracing the history of Bowling
Green and the meaning of the

the term 'bowling green' could
be included," according to the
plan.
On the other side of West
Oak Street, the plan recommends that the city purchase
the property to the west of the
library and the north of the
senior center, close West Oak
St., and install a pedestrian
walkway and courtyard.
As additional improvements, the plan recommends
the house at the corner of
Prospect and Lehman Streets
should be rehabilitated or demolished, The Bowling Green
Senior Citizens Building, 151
W. Court St., should be demolished and the senior citizens relocated around the comer to
the Wood County Senior
Center, 305 N. Main St.
Also the Gillespie Building, a
building on the first block of
main street, near Finders Records, and Mid-City Automotive, 224 N. Main St., should be
acquired and demolished to
provide additional parking, the
plan suggests.
Although no estimates were
given on the cost of the suggested changes, the plan concludes a joint effort between
the city and the downtown
merchants will be needed.

Blotter,

Zones

Q Continued from page 7.
"Rental areas are in some
ways inevitable, but we also
n Police arrested a man and woman for possessing and selling co- don't want an area where everycaine Monday afternoon.
one is the same. Students can
Ricky D. Howard, 467 S. Summit Apt. 57, and Anne Marie Mack,
grow in an area which reflects
Strongsville, Ohio, were placed in Wood County Jail after police
the pluralism of society," he
made the arrest at Howard's apartment.
said.
Howard, 22, was placed on $15,000 bond and Mack, 24, was placed
The first book of the master
on $10,000 bond.
plan also focuses on other existDA Huntington Bank employee told police he found graffiti spra 1
ing and future land use in the
painted on the wall of a vestibule
itibule at the bank's South Main Street of
city.
lice Monda;ayi morning.
The pattern of land use in
He said there were junior high school kids in the area earlier that
Bowling Green has been most
morning.
markedly influenced by the prei' An unknown person broke some windows and took an un- sence of the University and the
disclosed amount of money from the cash register at the Corner
location of the Wood County seat
Grill restaurant, 200 N. Main St., Monday night, according to the resof government in the town, the
taurant's owner.
report said.
1 Thieves stole a wallet containing cash, identification cards and
The growth of the city can be
bank cards from a car belonging to Mark A. Harvey, of Bellevue.
achieved by use of the city's vaMonday night, police said.
cant land, presently 32 percent
Harvey told police his car was parked in a driveway and locked.
of the city's acreage, including
When he went to his car later, he found a door open, the light on, a
land in agricultural use.
hanger in the yard and the wallet missing.
The dominant land use of the
Harvey said no damage was done to the car.
city is presently residential,
with single-family homes acAttack.
Mount demons, Mich., will
counting Tor 28 percent of the cireceive letters of commendation ty's acreage. Greatest expan. Continued from page 7.
for their action. Two other mo- sion is occurring west of Main
arrived on the scene.
torists who stopped to assist Street, according to the report.
later, Jeff Stroud, Ida, Mich.,
The aid came from four moGrowth will also be achieved
torists who helped subdue the
and Scott Hanhart, Dublin, will through the extension of several
man.
also receive letters of commen- roads, including extending New"The truck driver grabbed
dation for their help.
ton Road to the west and Winone arm and the other guy sat on
Hanhart said stopping to as- tergarden Road to the north to
him (Collins)," Pacheco said.
sist Pacheco was almost instinc- meet Newton and open develThe truck driver, identified as
tive.
opment.
"It just didn't seem right. I
Michael Collins (no relation),
The report also suggested an
Brampton, Ontario, and the
read this article where a pa- interchange be built at Newton
other motorist, Ben Defalco,
trolman got shot and these peo- Road and 1-75 as a more direct
ele just went by," he said. "I route to the Woodland Mall and
tought I just had to do some- the industrial area in the norththing."
ern part of the city.
None of the other motorists
were available for comment.
Committee
"I'm really grateful for what
□ Continued from page 1.
they've done, he said. "I was
really surprised.
One possible option is for the
Pacheco said the assistance classes to be offered on city
from the four motorists may time, Miller said, with salaries
have saved his life.
paid through a training account.
"The situation would have enMarsden will meet with city
ded in a shooting," Pacheco department heads soon to desaid. "Either I would have shot termine the interest in such a
him or he would have shot me."
program.

I
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News Briefs

Korean students protest

Hubby puts out wife's fire

Coeds opposing new president seize CJ.S. office in Seoul

contempt if she breaks the
rules.
Roofeh's husband, Jahanshah, a non-smoking orthopedic surgeon, went to court in
an attempt to get his wife to
stop smoking around the family-

MDJEOLA, N.Y. (AP) - A
two-pack-a-day woman who
said she smokes Just to annoy
her husband was ordered not
to light up in front of him or
their three children and to
confine her smoking to one
room of their house, according to court papers made public Tuesday.
The court order, from state
Supreme Court Justice Ralph
Diamond, says Elizabeth
Roofeh, 41, of Kings Point on
Long Island, can be held in

He claimed she had made a
promise to that effect when
they married in 1976. She said
she broke the promise in 1984
only because of stress after
suffering a stroke.

Acustar workers to strike
TOLEDO (AP) - Members
of a United Auto Workers
local at the Acustar Inc. plant
in suburban Perrysburg nave
voted to go on strike over
health and safety issues amid
reports Chrysler Corp. plans
to sell the parts-making subsidiary, a union official said
Wednesday.
"We don't want to be sold,"
said Peter Cutway, Local 1435
financial secretary. "We're
lust trying to let our feelings
be known, we want to be part
of the Chrysler family. We've
sent petitions, taken out ads

in local newspapers about our
concerns."
He called a strike a "last
resort."
Acustar's Precision
Machining plant in Perrysburg, about 10 miles south of
Toledo, produces steering
wheel columns and brake assembly parts for Chrysler.
The plant, which has been
operating since 1967, has 1,600
employees.
Acustar, which employs
about 27,000 workers at more
than two dozen plants
nationwide, also has divisions
in Van Wert and Dayton.

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

No Cover
Tonight through
Sat. February 27

NIKE
KATON

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
Radical students armed with
homemade bombs seized the
U.S. Information Service office
on Wednesday and the building
was shaken by two explosions
before police overpowered the
attackers.
Officials said there were no
reports of injuries.
Two of the students holding
explosive devices and draped in
South Korean flags stood at
shattered windows on the second
floor yelling "Yankee go
home! as riot police quickly

ringed the building in the heart
of the capital.
The students hurled at least
one bomb into the street, according to witnesses. People trapped
inside the building said there
were two explosions.
Police officials said the students claimed they were armed
with 18 homemade bombs. An
official said the devices were
crude chemical concoctions and
could be some kind of plastic explosive.
A statement left by the attackers was signed "The Young

Students Suicide Squad" and
charged that the United States
was attempting to make South
Korea a colony.
People who were reading in
the building's library said at
least one of the attackers was
armed with a knife that he brandished at the horrified readers.
But the attackers allowed the
people in the library to leave and
did not appear to try to take hostages.
Police who entered the building by the rear entrance over-

Court overturns Falwell ruling
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court expanded significantly the legal
protections for parody and satire Wednesday as it overturned a $200,000 award evangelist Jerry Falwell had won against Hustler
magazine and publisher Larry Flynt.
The justices ruled unanimously that "emotional distress" lawsuits filed by public
figures targeted by such spoofs should be as
difficult to win as libel suits.
And the court unanimously said that even
pornographic spoofs enjoy the free-speech
protection of the Constitution's First
Amendment.

The Hustler material was a phony ad purportedly quoting Falwell discussing an incestual encounter with his mother in a Virginia outhouse and his habit of getting drunk
before giving sermons.

impose liability on the basis of the jurors'
tastes or views," Rehnquist said, adding
that such results are constitutionally impermissible.

Led by Chief Justice William Rehnquist,
the court rejected Falwell's arguments —
and a federal appeals court's ruling — that
some parodies are so outrageous they do not
deserve legal protection.
"Outrageousness in the area of political
and social discourse has an inherent subjectiveness about it which would allow a jury to

Falwell, a Baptist minister and founder of
an organization called the Moral Majority,
disagreed. "No sleaze merchant like Larry
Flynt should be able to use the First
Amendment as an excuse for maliciously
and dishonestly attacking public figures/'
he said after learning of his defeat. "I'm
sure the justices were holding their no*
while making the ruling."

-CHARLESTOWN=

even A ewelru ^tore

APARTMENTS

- DOWNTOWN -

MID AM MANOR

Your One-Stop
Wedding Shop
Invitations
Accessories
Bridal Booths
Reception Items

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

Featuring

BRIDE & GROOM

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

WEDDING STATIONERY
by McPhersons

BAND UPDA TES NO W ON BG 5
HOWARD'S IS A DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

powered the protesters about 30
minutes after the attack began.
The students were taken out of
the building in a bus with
covered windows.
U.S. Embassy officials said
the students damaged parts of
the building and set at least one
fire in a periodical storage
room.
The statement by the students
denounced President-elect Ron
Tae-woo, who is to be sworn in
Thursday. It charged Roh was a
puppet installed by the United
States.

MON-TUES-WED-FRI 10-5:30
THURS 10-7
SAT 10-4:30
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THE BROTHERS OF

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE
THE OFFICERS OF THE 1988

EXECUTIVE BOARD
President
V.P. Internal Affairs
V.P. Rush
V.P. Academic Affairs

Kevin Ruffer
Ed Rice
Pete Malizia
Doug Ruch
Jeff Enders
Scott Craig
Jim Stevic
John Cooper
Marc Jump

Secretary
Comptroller
Alumni Coordinator

Social Director
House Manager

and wish to thank the previous executive
board for all their hard work.
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ATTENTION: Applications Are
Now Available For All 1988-89
COMMITTEE DIRECTOR POSITIONS
•Campus Films

•Contemporary Issues

•Games

»Mini Courses

•Performing Arts

•Public Relations

• Publicity

•Spotlight Entertainment

•Travel

Available in UAO Office, 3rd Floor Union (372-2343), DUE MARCH 4
APPLICATIONS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR UAO EXECUTIVE POSITIONS
President
•Vice President
•Internal Affairs
(Must have been previously involved in UAO)

DUE FEBRUARY 26

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
• UAO • 3rd Floor Union • 372-2343 •
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Oil rallies to beat Falcons MAG's best
get feet
wet tonight
ATHENS — Despite a ninepoint lead at halftime. Bowling
Green's basketball team
dropped a 83-70 Mid-American
Conference decision to Ohio
University Wednesday night in
OU's Convocation Center.

The Falcons, seventh in the
MAC with a 5-8 mark and 10-14
overall, entered their lockerroom with a 43-34 lead at the end
of the first half. A 58-percent
shooting performance and a
five-for-five showing from threeg)int range gave indication of a
G upset against the host Bobcats, now 13-11 overall and 8-5 in

the conference.
But third-place OU stepped up
its defense in the second naif, allowing the Falcons only 27
points.
"The difference in the game
was we decided to play defense
in the second half,'' Bobcat
coach Billy Hahn said. "We just
got down and played intense defense."
Hahn cited several OU players
as keys to his team's stellar defensive performance. Junior
forward Paul "Snoopy" Graham held BG's Steve Martenet
to only five second-half points
despite an 11-point first half.

Junior guard Dave Jamerson
also held the Falcons' leading
scorer Anthony Robinson (15
p.p.g.) to 12 points on the night.
OU also dominated the rebounding statistics, doubling up BG
46-23 for the game and beating
the Falcons 26-7 in the deciding
second half.
"They totally dominated the
backboards and were able to get
their transition game going,"
BG coach Jim Larranaga said.
"The only way to stop them was
to score and set up our defense.
But we couldn't find the basket.
I thought their 'D' was excellent."

OU began its second-half
comeback with 10 buckets
within five feet of the basket.
The last close-range shot was
John Rhodes' five-footer at 10:36
to give the Bobcats a 52-51 lead
which they never relinquished.
Falcon James Tyler's eightfooter closed OU's lead to 67-62
with 3:56 remaining in the
game. But a 10-point outburst in
the following two minutes led
the Bobcats to victory.
OU was led by Graham who
scored 24 points and grabbed
nine rebounds. Jamerson also
tallied 20 points, while adding
six boards.

Early leads pace women to victory
ATHENS — Bowling Green's women's basketball team got off to a
quick start against Ohio University and never looked back Wednesday in Mid-American Conference action.
The Falcons downed the Bobcats 82-69 behind junior Jackie Motycka's 20 points and 13 rebounds. Motycka moved into third place
on the MAC's all-time scoring list with 1,529 points passing Central
Michigan's Jodi Beerman (1984-87).
BG, now 19-5 overall and 11-2 in the conference, remains a game
ahead of CMU. OU, playing without leading scorer Kim Walton
(knee injury), fell to 9-15 overall and 4-9 in the MAC.
In the first four minutes of the contest, the Falcons jumped out to
an 11-2 advantage behind Motycka and sophomore Angle Bonner
with four points each.
At 10:42, BG led 20-11 and extended its lead to 43-30 at intermission.
Falcon head coach Fran Voll said the quick start aided his squad.
"I think the big lead early set the pace," Voll said. "It was also a

long climb back for the Bobcats. We were scoring early on our transition game and not turning the ball over."
BG increased its lead to 60-38 with 11:09 remaining in the game on
a three-point play by Motycka.
From that point on, the Falcons were in control.
In addition to Motycka, Bonner scored 16 points and grabbed 11
rebounds. Junior point guard Paulette Backstrom added 15 points.
BG shot 43 percent from the field.
The Bobcats were paced by freshman Kristen Holt's 17 points.
Laura Reding and Ann Bolyard added 12 points each for OU, which
shot 42 percent.
"It was a great effort on OU's part on changing defenses," Voll
said. "It was hard for us to hang in there with the lead. They really
mixed up defenses. I thought we did a good job of handling it.
"It was a hard game for us — we earned it."
The Falcons host Kent State Saturday at 12:30 p.m.

Swim,
hockeytoticket
info
BG students and $2 to
The University has made

Get a resume that can do the job! With
Kinko's Laser Typesetting service, you get
Professional results and save money, too!

announcements concerning
ticket policies for this weekend's Mid-American Conference Swimming Championships at BG's Cooper Pool and
the Falcons' hockey game
with Michigan tomorrow
night in the Ice Arena.
Swimming:Tickets for tonight's swimming action up
until the Sunday's final day of
competition will be sold for $1

adults. Those wanting to purchase all-session passes for
the entire weekend will be
charged $10.
Hockey:Tomorrow's 7:30
game against the Wolverines
is sold out. Tickets are on sale
for next week's first round of
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association Playoffs against
either Ferris State or IllinoisChicago.

kinko's
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter's)

354-3977

by Math Huntebrinket
sports reporter

A 'second season' of sorts
begins tonight for the women
swim teams of the MidAmerican Conference.
With their regular-eeason,
dual-meet competition behind
them, the six teams representing the conference will
meet In Bowling Green's Cooper Pool to compete in the
eighth-annual MAC Championships.
Regular-season times and
resuSs will be thrown out the
door when the teams dive into
action at 7 pan. and continue
through Saturday night's
final session. Preliminaries
start at U ajn. Friday and
Saturday with the finals
taking place at 7.p.m both
nights.
Of the field which includes
Kent State, Miami, Eastern
Michigan, Ohio, Ball State,
and BG, the two favorites on
look to be OU and
OU won the league competition with a 5-0 record, while
Miami ended second at 4-1.
Its only loss came in a 142-126
setback to the Bobcats.
Although OU swept through
the league without a loss, the
six-time defending champion
Redskins could have the edge
in depth and experience.
Miami's Chris ChoromansUs, Kim Kinder, and Karina
Goping lead the Redskins as
they battle for their seventh
MAC Championship title.
Davis is the defending championtothe40r>y!»rdindividual
medley, while Choromanskis
won the 300 butterly last year.
Kinder set MAC records in
the SO- and 100-freestyle
events last season, but may
be challenged this weekend
as BG's Shari Williams holds
the conference's best times of

the season in both events.
OU la lead by last season's
MAC Swimmer of the Ye
G wynn Gordon, who won I
500- and 1650-freestyle evo
at last year' meet. Gordon'!
supporting cast includes
Cathy Silvia, the defending-SOO freestyle champion,
and newcomer Joy Clark.
While Miami and OU will
most likely battle stroke for
stroke, BG is not to be overlooked according to bead
coach Brian Gordon.
"We feel we are prepared
and ready to swim well," be
said. "We're a stranger team
entering the meet than last
year."
The Falcons ended the
1987-48 campaign at 3-2 in the
league, with both losses coming at the hands of OU and
Mil. The OU meet was a
heartbreaker for BG as they
lost 134.5-133.5 in the last
event
Junior Andrea Szekely, the
defending 200-IM champion,
and sophomore Stacey Isles,
the defending lOu-breastroke
champion, lead BG, which
finished second at last year's
meet.
Senior diver Mary Pfeiffer
will be looking for her fourth
one-meter championship, but
will see some stiff competition from OU's Dayna Green.
Green, last year's three
meter champion, and Pfeiffer
will battle on the three-meter
board as well.
KSU's Nancy Stahl, and
Ball State's Jennifer Hershberger and Penny Phillips
own the conference's top
three scores for the year at
three-meters.
While the women fight for
the bragging rights of the
MAC this week, the men get
ready to battle fellow MAC
foes next weekend in Athens,
Ohio.

Summer/Fall Apartments
Available
211 S. College

2 BR garage opt • available immed.

517 E. Reed

2 BR furnished - summer only

521 E. Merry

2 BR furnished - summer only

720 Second

1 BR furnished - summer only

706 Second

1 yr lease May to May
Unit A - 2 BR furnished
Unit C - Furnished Efficiency

707-711 Third
715-719 Third

1 BR unfurnished or furnished

723-727 Third

- summer & fall

402 High St.

2 BR unfurnished - summer only

120 State St.

1 BR unfurnished -1 yr. lease - May to

May
449-455 S. EnterpriM > 1 BR fun /unfurn • summer & fall
649 Sixth

2 BR furnished - summer/fall

S31 Seventh

2 BR furnished - summer/fall

S39 Seventh

1 BR unfurnished - summer/fall

•54 Eighth

1 BR unfurnished - summer/fail

Forest Apartments

2 BR furnished/unfurnishea

•853 Napoleon

groa student housing

-751 High

summer & fall

•849 Napoleon

Carryout

. & .

HOT

•851 Napoleon
236 Troupe

FAST

Delivery

BOWLING GREEN
2 BR House -1 Vr Lease

FAST, FREE DELIVERY

.045 N. MAIN ST

353"0044
ValaaMa Oapo.

John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
354-2260 or 352-6553

PIZZAS
With Cheese
& One Item

Thursday - College I.D. Night
* reduced admission with valid I.D.
Panty Raid Party
Friday - Mini-Skirt Contest
* cash and prizes for the best mini!
Saturday - Hawaiian Lei Party
* featuring a Limbo contest!

THE FUN PLACE TO BE!
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Martenet left gridiron behind

Browns hire
ex-Kosar
instructor

Falcon co-captain excels in hoops, books
by Ron Frit*

news editor
A few years ago, Steve Martenet was touted as having the
potential to play tight end in the
Big Ten.
But in the next few weeks,
Martenet will wind down his career as a Mid-American Conference basketball standout.
For several reasons, Bowling
Green's senior co-captain went
from the gridiron to the gymnasium to stay.
Following a stellar junior year
at tight end for Mansfield Malabar, Martenet attracted attention from Purdue University,
which saw him play on film.
"They thought I was a senior,
so they wanted me to come there
and walk-on," Martenet said.
"From there, I attracted a lot of
attention."
In one week, scouts from the
University of Michigan. Ohio
State and Indiana, in addition to
Purdue, all ventured to Mansfield to see Martenet work out.
However, during the first
football game of his senior year,
he fractured three bones in his
lower back.
"I couldn't walk or put my
clothes on by myself," Martenet
said. "I tried to play the next
game, but I couldn't do it."
This led to a conflict with Malabar football coach Harry
Beers — and Martenet never
walked on a football field to play
again.
"The coaching staff treated
me poorly: I don't think he
(Beers) believed me about my
back. Finally, I had to show him
the x-rays, he said. "Nobody
really knew the whole story behind it (why he gave up football). It was a bad situation. It
told me how important a coach
is as to what an athlete does.
"It also made me realize that

when playing a sport, you have
to have fun. f had more potential
as a football player, but it wasn't
fun because of that experience
with the coach. If the coach
would have cared about me as a
person instead of a piece of
meat, it may have been a
different story."
He may have ended up a Big
Ten football player and be preBring for the National Football
ague draft instead of getting
ready for the Falcons final
games.
"I don't have any regrets,"
Martenet said. "I always wondered if I played football what I
would be like. But I think I chose
the right sport. Basketball is fun
for me — I just enjoy basketball."

CLEVELAND (AP) Marc Trestman, who coached the quarterbacks of
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers during the 1987 NFL
season, was appointed yesterday as quarterbacks
coach of the Cleveland
Browns.
Trestman, 32, is no
stranger to Browns quarterback Bernie Kosar.
He was a Miami Hurricanes assistant from 1981
through 1984 and helped
develop Kosar when, as a
freshman starting quarterback, Kosar led the
Hurricanes to college football's national championship.
Kosar is known as an
unorthodox passer who has
an uncanny knack of finding the open receiver.
Trestman said he will not
try to change Cleveland's
young star.

bounds and a league-leading 53
percent three-point field goal
percentage jump out at you.
He is shooting better from
three-point range than regular
field goals (45 percent). This is
uncommon for Martenet, who
has been a MAC leader in field
goal accuracy the past two
seasons.
"I put pressure on myself to
score more coming into this
season," he said. "It resulted in
bad shot selection. Plus, I'm
shooting further out this year."
From a person who admits he
has "little physical talent,"
Martenet has been successful by
using his attributes — mainly
his brain.
"I think Steve is successful of
taking advantage of his own

"I had more potential as a football player .
.. if the coach would have cared about me
as a person instead of a piece of meat, it
may have been a different story."
-Steve Martenet
For him, the decision to play
basketball was a wise one. He
led Malabar to being ranked
first in the state during his
senior year.
But then again, the 6-foot-6
Martenet is always making
smart decisions —both on and
off the court.
Away from the court, a 3.83
grade point average serves notice that Martenet is no "dumb
jock."
"I think Steve is an excellent
student-athlete role model,"
said BG head coach Jim Larranaga. "He is able to combine
the responsibility of classroom
work with the responsibility of
being a college athlete."
On the court, numbers like
12.8 points per game, five re-

physical abilities," Larranaga
said. "I know players who have
had more physical talent, who
didn't know now to use it. He
gets the maximimum from his
physical gifts.
"He is a fine shooter who
works hard without the ball. He
is also a smart, interior defensive player."
Martenet also credits his success to something he may have
learned from football — his willingness to "mix it up."
"I think I'm aggressive —
that's what is has taken me to be
successful," he said. "I don't
have a lot of natural ability, so I
have to be physical."
□ See Martenet, page 12.

12 pack - Pepsi

$3.99
6 pack - Pepsi
BG News/ Rob Upton

Bowling Green's Steve Martenet proves he can balance both the basketball and the books while attending the University. The senior leads the
MAC in three-point field goal percentage while also maintaining a 3.83
g-P-a

$2.84
BG DRIVE THRU
corner of S. College
and Napoleon

Host an exchange student

352-9851

BGSU FALCONS Vs. KENT STATE
Saturday - Women 12:30, Men 3:00

LOOK FOR THE NEXT ISSUE OF

THE

Obsidian
ON CAMPUS
MONDAY, FEBRUAURY 29, 1988

PRESENTS:
• Jack White is coming to B.G.'s
Buckeye Room Feb. 22nd—Feb.
26th. Jack will be offering a week
of FREE Billiards clinics,
exhibitions and tournaments!

YOU ARE THE "SIXTH MAN"
IN "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS"
DEXTER'S BOWLING GREEN
510 EAST WOOSTER STREET
352-4497
352-9814

"We Bakowi&m ?teJt thify."

FREE DELIVERY AVAILABLE
STORE HOURS:
Sun. - Thurs.
Fri. • Sat.

THE WEEK'S SCHEDULE:
Monday.
Tuesday.

. 10 a.m. & 1 p.m.—Billiards Clinics
. 10 a.m. & 1 p.m.—More Billiards Clinics
2 p.m.—Jack will draw for tournament
starting positions. Tournaments
will then begin.
Wednesday. . Tournament continues beginning
at 9:00 a.m.
Thursday.. . 9:00 a.m.—Men's Final!
(Round Robin)
12:00 p.m.—Women's Final!
(Single Elimination)
Friday
. 11:00 a.m.—Jack takes on the
Men's Champion!
12:00 p.m.—Trick shot exhibition

FREE DELIVERY

10 AM - 1 AM
10 AM - 3 AM

DELIVERY 11 2, 4-CLOSE

urns®*?

i«B!y#V|

BUY
3 SUBS
GET
4TH SUB
FREE

FREE 50' OFF!

limit two per customer.
with ony other coupons
porlKipOTing locotiom
fapfw3-kM

Nor volnj
Good ot

32 OZ. PEPSI
with a 2 sub
delivery order
Lim*t two per customer
with ony other coupons
participating locations.
f4*ft3"V«6

Not wolid
Good ot

|««HHpy|
Any of our
delicious
20 subs
Limit two per customer
Not volid
with ony other coupons, Good ot
ponicipating locations.
E*»<«3 >4B
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Easier not in
Tribes' plans
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - The remainder of the Cleveland Indians reported to spring training camp at Hi Corbett Field yesterday minus a player tne club decided not to hire.
Indians officials said they considered signing free agent
Mike Easier this winter but decided against it. The 37-year-old
Easier, a Cleveland native who attended Benedictine High
School, finished last season with the New York Yankees. He
became a free agent at the end of the season and still has not
been signed by any major league club.
Last year, Easier started the season with Philadelphia. In 33
Sames with the Phillies, he batted .282 with one home run and
0 RBIs. In 65 games with the Yankees, he batted .281 with four
home runs and21 RBIs.
With the Indians' lack of proven power from the left side, it
seemingly would have been a perfect match for the Indians to
sign the left-handed hitting Easier.
Indians president Hank Peters said he and his staff discussed
signing Easier, but it never got past the talking stage.
'We talked with his agent during the winter and said we
might have some interest in bringing him to camp as a nonroster player," Peters said. "But then we signed John Moses,
and we already had Dave Clark. Both of those guys are lefthanded. We finally decided to go with those guys (instead of
Easier)."
The Indians will be looking at 32 hitters who reported by
Wednesday for their first official workout Thursday. Cleveland
also has 25 pitchers in camp.
One hitter the Indians have high hopes for is Luis Medina,
who has hit 63 home runs in three minor league seasons. At the
direction of manager Doc Edwards, the 24-year-old Medina has
been switched from the outfield to first base.
"He was only an average (defensive) outfielder with not
much speed," Edwards said. "But he's left-handed, and I think
he'll work out better at first base."

Martenet
a Continued from page 11.
One of his teammates can
attest to Martenet's aggressiveness. Freshman center Dale
Turnquist had to leave practice
earlier in the week with a mild
concussion from one of Martenet's elbows.
Senior Anthony Robinson, recruited along with Martenet,
said Martenet has physical talent.
"He is probably our best pure,
outside shooter," Robinson said.
"Steve is a good, scrappy and intense player. He is a Larry Birdtype player. He doesn't have
great leaping ability, but he is a
good rebounder because of posioning."

"Oh yeah, ask Anthony and
Joe about my elbows,'' Martenet
said. "I don't have a lack of
them."
Dunking in a game before the
end of his career is not a goal, he
said.
"Not my style," Martenet
said.
But Martenet has a very distinctive style as the teanvs cocaptain, along with Robinson.
According to Martenet, he
tries to leadby example.
"I'm not a vocal leader," he
said. "I try to play hard and
teach some of the younger guys
that they have to play physical."
But there is one message he
said he hopes sinks in with the
younger players.

"I hope they see that you can do well in
school and be a good basketball player.
The books are important. It would be
foolish not to take advantage of their
education."
Freshman Joe Moore, who
can leap over buildings, said a
lack of leaping ability hasn't
hurt Martenet.
"He still gets the job done,"
Moore said.
Leaping ability, or a therefore
lack of, is a touchy subject with
Martenet, who insists he can
dunk.

Special

0?£^BK; BOY
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

Special
$525
14" with any
one item
Extra Items
$1.00 each

One Coupon Per
Pizza
FREE DELIVERY
EXPIRES 3/15/88

One Coupon Per
Pizza
FREE DELIVERY
EXPIRES 3/15/88

Purchase any sandwich with french Ines and a Coke' al regular price and
we'll take $1.00 OFF the pnce when YOU present this coupon Limit one per
.—-"^customer per visit Not valid with other otters. Dine-In only
52** pXPIRES: MARCH 15, 1988
1/ACCT. 32
|[ BW» BOY [VALID ONLY »i isw WOOSTIR sums MAM SI . BOWUNG GREEN. OHIO

Special
$400
Reg. 12" with
any one item
Extra items
50« each

One Coupon Per
Pizza
FREE DELIVERY
EXPIRES 3/15/88

Pizza Pub
352-3551

Open 4:00

CABIN FEVER
SALE
o m
3.00 REBATE

WHEN roililllt 12

^T

10W30 Motor Oil
89* ql M«p(IC«
- 2SC Qt mtr ■ r»MW
wftfiyou Puy '3

Excellent opportunities to work with
developmental ly disabled adults in a summer
sleep away camp near Monticello, New York.
May 31st — Aug 13th. A UCP rep will be on
site to interview students at the "Summer Job
Fair." Please contact the Placement Office for
this date or send your letter of application or
resume to Personnel Dept,

72-Monlh Wimnly

Delco Dura Power
Batteries

in* inn)

P'lcet good with exchange

IMM12

STOP

. PAYING HIGH .
PRICES /

BG News/Mark Thalman
Roughing it up is nothing new to Steve Martenet's style of play. Here
Toledo's Chad Keller takes the brunt of Martenet's 6-6, 210-pound frame
during a game this season.
,

COUNSELORS
CABIN LEADERS
SPECIALTY STAFF

qt you* eott
•fitf •&«•

qt you- co.1

Nationwise
MU I \J ■ /\K I O GOOD ADVICE
led by A

A I

"When I first came here, I
didn't know if I could play at this
level," he said. "But I now know
I can play at this level. I feel I
can compete with anybody in
this league, nobody intimidates
me."

MARK'S

WITH FRIES AND COKE"
VALID MIDNIGHT TO 6 A.M.

10W40 and
FourGard 5W30 Motor Oils

had an opportunity to play basketball in Europe, I would be
foolish not to take it and experience different cultures."
Looking back at his career,
Martenet said he answered a big
question to himself by playing
four years of Division I basketball.

"I hope they see that you can
do well in school and be a good
basketball player. The books are
important. Martenet said. "It
would be foolish not to take advantage of their education. I
know some of the guys realize
it."
He said basketball taught him
the discipline to sit down and do

Reg. 16" with
any one item
Extra Items
$1.25 each

$1.00"OFFANY SANDWICH "

yu qi MW price
2U ql mft • rMwit
when you buy l?

with his business/pre-law degree.
He said he has not ruled out
graduate school, taking a job, or
Dlaying basketball in Europe,
rlartenet is also still a candidate

-Steve Martenet

$ J2S

VALVOLINE

his homework — not procrastin-

ate.
Robinson said Martenet goes
beyond just being a teammate.
"Steve is well-respected by his
teammates and coaches," Robinson said. "He's a good athlete,
good teammate and a good
friend. If he can help you out, he
will."
This summer, Martenet lent a
hand to the NCAA, appearing in
a television advertisement,
"Saying No to Drugs." The public service announcement is expected to air during the NCAA
tournament, Martenet said. As
his career winds down, winning
the MAC tournament is at the
top of his priority list.
"We're playing more consistent," he said. "I want to play
as long as I can, which means
making the MAC tournament."
Following graduation, a lot of
options are open to Martenet

AutoP.vK in< a licensee of N it

The Do It Yourself Specialists

UNITED CEREBRAL
PALSY-NYS

330 West 34th Street
New York. NY 10001
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Bea Big Winner!
Look for the

Spring Savings Edition

THE BG NEWS
Full of great bargains, coupons, &
money saving offers from local retailers
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

MasterCard

.

Store hours 9 00dm to 8 00 p m Monday through
Friday. 9 00 a m to 6 00 p m Saturday and 10 00 a m
10 S 00 p m Sunday

Bowling Green
'080S Main Street

14191354-3966

Sal* pricat in ttltcl Frtxuary 25 through Match 2 I MB
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Balanced performance
gymnast's trademark
count on to always give her
best."
The sport fitness major began
her career at age four when she
first participated in acrobatics.
Although active in many sports
while young, Hillman decided at
age nine to dedicate her time to
gymnastics.

by Don Hensley

sports reporter
The key to a successful gymnastics team is having gymnasts
who can be counted on week in
and week out. This is exactly the
type of consistency Bowling
Green coach Charles Simpson
possesses in sophomore Lisa
Hillman.
H i lima n
surprised the
Mia-American
Conference
last year,
taking a second and fourth
6lace at the
[AC Championships. The
Sa gina w, Hlllm
Mich, native
""
took second with a 9.2 on the
bars and fourth with an 8.9 on
the vault.
Her solid performances have
continued this year. Her best
showing of the season came two
weeks ago when she led the Falcons in a meet against Western
Michigan.
She scored a 9.1 on the beam,
8.8 on the bars, 9.05 on the vault,
and 8.9 on the floor exercise.
This consistency has been crucial to BG's success this year.
"Lisa is very dependable,"
Simpson said. "She is very hard
working and is someone you can

This began a productive career which led her to the confines of Bowling Green. Although her forte was the floor
exercise when she arrived here,
she began a quest to become a
better all-around gymnast. Her
main goal is to continue improving on the uneven bars — a problem area for the BG in the past.
"My favorite event would
probably be the floor," Hillman
said. "But in the off-season, I
worked on my strength and am
hoping this improves my bar
routine."
This season she has been unable to match the 9.2 on the bars
she achieved in last year's
MACs. But Hillman is showing
signs of reaching that plateau
once again.
She has scored consistently on
the bars and other events
throughout the season. But this
is not to say she does not show
signs of improvement.
"She is one of our top three
performers,"Simpson said.
The thing about Lisa is that she

still hasn't reached her peak.
This is mainly because we are
changing her routines, and she
is just starting to get used to
them."
With these changes in her routine, Hillman hopes to be able to
have another good showing by
season's end. However, this is
just the beginning of the goals
and aspirations Hillman has set
for the next two-and-a-half
years.
"My personal goal is to make
it to nationals before I graduate." Hillman said. "But right
now I'm looking to help the team
win the MAC this year. If we
stay healthy and concentrate on
our routines, there is no way we
can be beat because we have so
much depth."
At this point in the season it is
crucial for the team to pull
together. Captain Kim Trost and
Suzanne Bell have provided the
necessary leadership. But the
team seems to be possessed with
a type of chemistry unique in itself according to Hillman.
"We have alot more individual
talent and alot more different
personalities than we did last
year." said Hillman. "Yet, we
are so much closer as a team
than last year. This team unity
is good because it builds motivation that helps get you through
the long parts of the season.''

Photo illustration/Brad Phalin

Lisa Hillman

WOMEN'S SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS AT REC CENTER THURSDAY-SATURDAY
CALL 372-2762 FOR INFO

Classifieds
HALLOWEEN IN FEBRUARY? YES!
FASCHINQ FESTI
FASCHINQ FESTI
FEB. 27, SATURDAY
HONORS STUDENT CENTER
UNDER KREISCHER CAFET
6 PM-1 AM S3 covers food and drink
PARTY • PARTY PARTY

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
Monday- Wednesday -Friday
2 5 PM $3 75
Alpha Lambda Detta Scholarship applications
are available from Mary Eden at 425 Student
Services Membership rs the only requirement
Hurry-appacation deadline is Friday. March 4.

Honors Program Spring Break Trip to..
WASHINGTON D.C.
March 18 (late PM) to March 24 (earty AM)Flve days and sa nights m D C lor onty S170
(round trip ticket and lodging only). Signups
must be In by Tuesday. March 1 in (he Honors
Office. 231 Ad BMg A $100 deposit must be
paM at that time. (Preference to Honors
Students) For more Info cal Susan Darrow
2-8501 or Jackie Btom 2-5959

AMA RAFFLE
Carrlbean Cruise on the Norway
March I9th-26th (Spring Break)
Tickets on Sato
Monday 22ndFrtday 26Bi
BA and MS Lobbies

from 9:30-3 30
If you Ike to eat
And enjoy good company,
You won't want to rmss the
All you can eat Crepe Party / 30 PM
Tuaa March 1 st at the French House
Cost S2 50; NO FRENCH NECESSARY
Soyei-ie' • Be there!

Anyone who is niterested In cooking or performing at W S A International Darner, Sat Aprt 9.
1988. please contact Melynda at 352-6803
(food) or Manki at 353-2460 (entertainment) as
soon as possible
Attn Art Education Majors. Minors or anyone interested in Art Education There Is a meeting tor
the Art Education Association tonight, Thursday. Fab 25 at 5pm. in 112 Art Btdg Come
and see what we're al about-new members
weteomeed.
Campu* Democrats meeting)
Spm Monday nights at the Falcon Nest In the
Union. Topics regarding voter registration,
political Issue awareness, fund-raisers, and
more...
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon -Fri. 2-7 PM
STINGER S CAFE
Don't Miss This OpportunHyt!
A group of students promoting pubec refhons
lor the University are looking tor interested
undergraduates Hke yourself1 Apply to become
university Ambassador from Fab 29
through March 10 at the Mss-ti Alumni Center or
405 Student Services
HALLOWEEN IN FEBURARY
The German Club is sponsoring a Mardi (Was
dance in the OU World Spirit, a FASCHINQ
■ALL at the Honors Canter (bottom of
Kretscher Quad) on Sat Fab 27 8 PM-1 AM
Tickets S3 at the door Prizes given for beat
costumes Festive dress not required.

LOST & FOUND
Found a pair of eyeglasses In carrying case
found In 121 West Hal. Please come fo Camput Safety A Security to Identify
Found set of KEYS on Ridge Street m front ot
Kappa delta House Can 372-2871
L01T
1986 Brush APCS class ring, whit, gold.
ladles. 2 hearts. Large reward. 372-6D33 or

trsim

LOST at the Florida Fling Black Tweed Firenza
coat Keycnam In right pocket says 'Mark' and
hole In left pocket If any information please cal
Beth 353-8215
Lost: a women's watch with a black leather
band Lost between 3rd St and campus on
Wed Feb 17m. Please cal 3641887
LOST: Pair of rose colored glasses In rose colored case Loat Fn Feb 12 Cal 372-4022
We are searching for our cat- a male gray tabby
bet In the Palmer-S Enterprise vadmty If you
have any into please cal Jodl or Karen at
353-4721

Lesbian and Gay Aliance meeting at 8 30 PM.
Thursday. Fob 25. at the St. Thomas More
Reagious Ed. Room. Free and open to al
Representatives from the AIDS testing clinic w*
be present
SOLD
Leadership-Learning
Development Workshop
Topic Stress Management
Fab. 24 • 7 00 PM
Fab. 29 - 4:30 PM
Contact 405 Student Services for reservations
STINGER'S CAFE
$ 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat In only
W.S A Speoal Coffee Hours
Come and fcsten to the missionary's experience In Brazil
Thurs Feb 25 411 South Hal. 2 30-4:30
PM--snack and refreshment are provided
"It's back from the underground..."
3 more local bands at the warehouse- The Exchange, Opiate of the Masses, and Sheepish
Gnh on Friday. February 26th at 8 PM WBGU
wi be broadcasting live this coeectton of local
bands at the Warehouse

RIDES
1

Help I need a ride to Miami U OR Cmcysomewnare along 1-75 THIS weekend Wl pay
gas $H you can nek), please cal 354-5404
eveninga-eerty morning, or drop your name and
no mOCMB8014
Ride needed lo Indlanapolla for 1 person
Weekend of Feb 28-29 Cal: 353 4835

SERVICES OFFERED
24 HOUR
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
352-1818
A to Z Data Center
Helping you meet all your typing needs
148 S Main 352-5042

Al your TYPING needs
Prompt and Professional

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon Fri 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE

Clara 352-4017
TYPING SERVICES for al types of papers ineluding dissertations using Xerox Memory
Writer Cal 352-3987 from 8 a m 9 p m

Diner Days Are Back'
at
Pablo's
Mexican Restaurant and Canfina
893 S Main
7-9 Thursday

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU AND
YOUR PMONANCY PROBLEM AT
FIRST MOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO ON
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
AND OUR OTHER SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

PERSONALS
•"EMERGENCY-"
Campus Escort Service is in need ol volunteers
Join Today. 372-5955 after 8pm 110A
Moseley
•••EMERGENCY""
•"UAO PRESENTS:'"
JACK Is Hani
Come see Jack While m the Buckeye Room al
this week1 FREE BJia/ds clinics. Tournaments a
ExhBitsi

Last Chance For Spring Break B8'
Limited space remains at South Padre, North
Padre, Davtona Beach, Fort Watlon Beech
and Steamboat, Colorado for skiing. Hurry.
Call Sunchate Tours toll tree 1-800-321-5911
tor reservations snd information TODAY.
Credit cards accepted.
MARY KAY COSMETICS
Now Avail - Blemish Control
Cheryl Miler 352-1832

Gamma Phi Beta
Jam mm Gammers
A big thank you to those ot you who came to the
Rush" workshop Way to "CATCH" THE
SPIRIT'"
Shemand Linda

Men ol PHI KAPPA PSI
There are onty 2 days left
Until the Madness" stnkes
Motown Madness
Feb. 27

HALLOWEEN IN FEBRUARY? YESI
FASCHINQ FESTI
FASCHINQ FESTI
FEB 27. SATURDAY
HONORS STUDENT CENTER
UNDER KREISCHER CAFET
8 PM-1 AM S3 covers food and drink
PARTY ■ PARTY - PARTY
INTRAMURALS
VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT. APPLY IN 108 SRC MAN
DATORY CLINIC-MAR 1. 5-8 PM

ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cate
Monday-Wednesdey-Frtday
2-5 PM $3 75

KD BETH HALL -KD
Congratulations on being named Kappa Delta
Spirit Sister ot the Week'

Ear Piercing at Klevers Jewelers
Downtown from 4 95
phone 353-8891

Gel ready for Spring Break
at Jeans N Things
531 Ridge

'ANCHOR SPLASH•ANCHOR SPLASHDELTA GAMMA-PHI DELTA THETA
ANCHOR SPLASH
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 29
1-4 COOPER POOL
•HAPPY HOURS'
FEBRUARY 26
UPTOWN 9-1
BE THERE'
■ANCHOR SPLASH"
-ANCHOR SPLASH'

KATHY WANK
Happy 22nd Birthday
Love. Cheryl

NOT JUST ANOTHER SUMMER JOB!
Tuesday. March 1 I 30-4 30 p m
Grand Balkoom Union

Cont. on page 14.
? A V E

THIS

TONITE IS BARGAIN NITE
ALL SEATS $2.00

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE W « C VoUeyOal
Mar 1; 2-Bal Indoor Soccer W a C Mar 7 W
Sgts 1 DM Racquetbal. March 8 Al entries
due by 4 00 p m In 108 SRC

BE AN INDIVIDUAL WITHIN A GROUP
NEW FRATERNITY FORMING
CALL MIKE OR DALLAS AT 372-4873

Kappa Delta Congratulates
their 1988RhoChls
Joanie Seeger
Torn Taylor
Micheto Hruaovsky
We know youl do a great fob'

BGSU SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT
Mark S Kety. Conductor
Thursday, February 25
8:00 pm
Kobecker Hal
FREE

KAPPA SIGMA CHI OMEGA
40TH ANNIVERSARY
A QOOO THINQI

Abortion, morning alter treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center for Choice II, Toiedo.O 255-7789

WILLIAM HURT

AT 9:45 ONLY
PRESENT AT

WIN A CRUISE!
7 DAY CARIBBEAN CRUISE FOR TWO
MARCH 19-26, 1988
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: BA & MSC lobbies 9:30-3:30
and at the AAA office during business hours.
Date of Drawing: March 9,1988. 12:30 p.m. BA Lobby
Price S2.00/ticket Winner Need Not Be Present Package Value $2100

m

Sponsored By:

/VMERC*I
AMRKETMG
/•SOCWTCN

<@>

TheDeboltNews

AD

OUR

BOX

) PRESENTS:

#1

1

Bettina Gregory
speaks on:
• The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of TV
Newt
• Gregory was a White House correspondent for ABC News from Aug. 1979
to April 1980. Her award-winning Investigative work has Included TWA
terrorist hijacking, re-election of President Carter.
• Grand Ballroom-Thurs. March 3rd, 7:30 p.m.

a

Classifieds

February^ 1988
Cont. from page 13.

VCTO VCR RAFFU
SI ONLY
IRanMSI oH
ANY Ptseneeos PIMI

psmmn
So you wnal m ad, aft?
Help help. I'm Ming stupid
/Ubotroe*

200 Counaetors « Instructor. Needed I
Private, coed summer camp In Pocorto Mountain.. Motthaaalam Penn. Lohlkan, PO sox
214S0, KenUworlh, NJ 070SS (201-27»0*e*,

new* A eaum

ARTtST-.For quick portrait sketchea and
caricature* at Cedar Point. Oeeuga Lake and
Saa Work) Energetic and ratable WI train
Need lace painters, caehlers-salesperaons and
aritsts Contact Kaman's Art Shoppes st IM job
Mr or cal 1-218-3016

UHvaty Mil
VCTO VCR RAFFLE
TICKETS AVAILABLE
TODAY-FUST FLOOR
UNIVERSITY HALL
ONLY SI" AND RECEIVE
11 OFF ANY PWANEUOS PIZZA

PM-Tsu 14lh annual ■
rjey Fab 26 Starting at 7p n
•Wi-ivOreen. lurttesjnd a house by lha

MkM,

DELTA ZETA SPIRIT 1
DH.TA ZITA sWATT 1
OflTA OTA IM«T 1

Wa'ra no) Orana We're Jest DrtnUngll
That's ma mama ol Waal 2*T extevagaru*
Am you ona ol lha kicky MMa invtMd?
WHITE ELEPHANT MARCH?
WHCTE ELEPHANT MARCH?
WHTTE ELEPHANT MARCH?

Remember ma Good OH Day*?
Those Drier Days?
THERE BACK'

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS
Summer employment avalafila si beautiful
recreational camps across tha U.S. Good pay.
plus room and board. Contact Recreational
Photography Associates, c-0 Cooperative
Education Office On-Campua Interview* March
7

MM
Mexican Raataurant and Cenrma
893 S. Mat!
7-eTTsraday

WANTED
•••el^B•owcv•••
Campus Escort Service la In need of volunteers
Jotn Today. 372-6965 after 6pm 110A
Moaetoy ■••EXERQENCY-"

Reminder to at Biology BIOHEducatlon. PreMad and othar Haaltn Prol MalorsAaalstantahio-Scnolarsnip dearjene Fab 26

•WANTED: 1 nonsmoking male for 88-89
school year In E Many apt. Please oaf Erie at
353 8513 todayl

Sigma CN's
Thanks for a terrific warn-up laat Thursday
Lara do It again aoonl
Lova tha KO'a

1 or 2 roonvnete* needed for Fal 66 and Spr
mg 69. S110 a month plus gas s electric Cal
Jon at 372-1162 (leave message) Large apt'
Help! I need to rent out my half of an apt. Immediately MuafM nonsmoking female. w« accept almost any offer
Him cal Lisa
3535022

Stephanie Clapper Baal of kick to you n your
performance with the Untversrty Dancers Your
Alpha DaN alatara are proud of you and aupport
you whoa) haartadfy

Wanted 2 females to share large apartment
dose to campus for 66-69 school year. Cal
Robin or BalJo at 364-3126

STINGERS CAFE
S '9 SUM after 10 PM
Eat In only

Wanted Animated person to wear Easier Bunny Coatuma and photographer tor Woodland
Mai. Appacanta apply « Woodland Mai Office
No Phone Cats Please

The brothers of Zeta Beta Tau would Ike to announce a memorial service in honor of Steven
Griffith to M hatd at St. Thomas Mora Pariah
Thura 4 00 PM Reception following at me Kappa Kappa Gamma house ALL ARE WELCOME

WANTED: ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR FALL AND SPRING SEM NEXT YEAH
CAMPUS MANOR-CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL
372-1020 FOR DETAILS ANYTIME

THE 'NAPPY HOUSEHOLD"
Ooe KeHy,
Andrea Siekelv.
Tnoey worstofa
Get Psyched. Are they reaty leaner? I don't
tMnk so' Ha time to Muck up Flam)- Ma swim to
win than celebrate and never have to
recuperate1
Good luck at MAC'S
Tsshla

COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR GREAT TRAIL
CAMP. CANOON OHIO SEE US AT THE
"SUMMER JOB FAIR' MARCH 1. OR CALL
2164559485 WATERFRONT DIRECTOR
AND PROGRAM SPECIALIST ALSO NEEDED
COUNSELORS
CAMP WAYNE, coed
chsdren'e camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania, ottering a spirited, supportive atmosphere for personal growth General and specialty counselors
needed lor Swimming. Sailing. Wster-Skling.
Tennis. Gymnastics. Chearieadlng, Team
Sports Computers, Serf-Defense. Fine Arts.
Guitar. Drama. Piano, Dance. Ceramics Crafts.
Photography, nature, Nurses, Group Leader*
120 plus). Other robs avarlabie On Campus interviews. Tuesday. March 1 st. from 1 30 pm to
4 30 pm m the Grand Bat/oom of the Unrverasty Union For further Information WOMEN write
12 AJevard St. Udo Beach, N Y 11661 or cal
516-689-3217. and MEN wriai: 670 Broadway. Lynbrook, NY
11663 or call
516-5994582

Fun loving people tor floor walker positions. Apply m parson at Henry J'e Wed -Sun night after
8pm
1632 S Byrne. Toledo

COUNSELORS WANTED
Camp O'Bannon summer residential camp
serving 10 14 yr oktt has 1988 openings
for Outpost Director. Camp Nurse. Drama.
Nature. Crafts. WSI. Cook. General 1
Outpost Counselors
Colege credit or placement may M
a alarm
Camp Director Keith McCtoud w* M
HERE CAMP DAY March 1
62 W Locust St. Newark. Ohio 43056
(614)349-9646

General Counselors.
Group leaders, arts-crafts director, lifeguards
(WSI). Nurse, food supp . cooks, business
mgr Campa located In Bridgewater and
Leeaburg VA Cal the Gal Scout Council of me
Nations Capital (202) 337-4300

•••EaaERQENCY"#
Campus Escort Service is m need ol volunteers
Join Today. 372-5955 After 6pm 110A
Moaatsy

UAO PRESENTS:
Mttlna Gregory
Inxn ASC News.
7:30 THURS. March 3
Qrsnd Ballroom

Camp coueetors wanted lor Camp Courageoue.
a reeldenttal summer camp for people with mental retardation, located near Toledo. Oho To
apply, contact IM Camp Director, 161 N.
Michigan. Sutra 200. Daves BHg. Toledo. OH
43624 (419)242-4412. EOE

Fun energetic people tor waiter or waitress
positions Apply In person TuM.-Sun. night
alter 6p.m.
Button's 254BI Dixie Hwv

HELP WANTED

TONIGHT
IS COLLEGE NIGHT
PabkVa
Mexican Restaurant and Cantma
893.S Main
Bnng your Colege ID and your buckets'

AeasHant Camp Director lor Camp Courageous.
a leaMenMal summer camp for people wthh
mental retardation, located near Toledo. Onto A
bachelor s degree Hi raWad field and-or con
elder*!** experience In camp programming la
required. To apply, contact the Camp Director.
151 N Michigan. Sulla 200, Davte Bktg.
Toledo. OH 43625 {419)242-4412 EOE

■MOV"'

MEL-O-DEE MUSIC IN THE WOODLAND MALL
WILL BE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS ON
THURS FEB 26 FROM 1.00 PM TO 5:00 PM
a 6.00 PM TO 8.00 PM ON FRI FEB 26
FROM 11.00 AM TO 4:00 PM AT THE
UNIVERSITY MOTOR LODGE IN THE
BLUEBIRD ROOM
WILL BE NEEDING
SALESPERSONNEL. TEACHERS-KEYBOARD.
VOCAL. STRINGS A INTRUMENTAL.
DELIVERY PEOPLE. ELECTRONIC REPAIRMAN 1 PIANO TUNERS FULL AND PARTTME

Part-time market research co-op position tor
Grade or rising Senior.. Must work Summer
HM* until May ISM. Muat know (AS and
stats. Cell Heather at 3 72-2451 or stop by III

SPPJNOWsEAK SAILING IAHAMAS
46 FT. CAPTANED YACHTS FOR GROUPS
OF8
7 DAYS PARTYING M THE BAHAMAS
$436 PP ALL INCLUSIVE
SPRINGBREAK HOTUNE 1-800-999-7246
4 PM TO I 1 PM
Student to run Duncans Multiple Range Teat, Ttest (LSD) and Tukayaa Parametric. Cat Scott
cceect at 662-3296
Summer Ernpkryrnent
FuS-tlme summer position* avaaahle In our Auto
Travel Department Ouatned InrsMduara win
have a working knowledge of major U.8.
Highway systems a axceSant communication
Was Candldatea muat M able to tram during
spring break. Offices located In Parma.
Pakiavfas. Rocky River. Lyndhurat. Maple His .
Norws* and Cleveland Interested individuate
should cal (216)361-6016

Houses S DupiexM lor 88-89 School Year
Steve Smith 352-8917

MCS 100 WATT STEREO SYSTEM
Beat Offer
Cal 362-8674 or 372-8405
Leave name A number

Houses and Apartments
Close to campus for summer 1988
« 88-89 school yew 1-267 3341

SUMQLASMS
RAY-BAN. SERENQETTI
WAYFARER
1 OH DISCOUNT WITH AD
1022 N PROSPECT 352-2502

HOUSES FOR 86 89 SCHOOL YEAR
PLEASE CALL 364-7701
OR 352-2330 AFTER 5:00

VUARNET.

LARGE EFFIC. APTS.
convenienl to campus
FREE HEAT. A-C, WATER. SEWER
9 mo or 12 mo lease
-ORFURNtSHED 2 BEDS 11-2 BATHS
841 Eighth 4 $373 a mo
R.E. MANAGEMENT 352-1302

FOR RENT
1 bdrm apartments for summer 1986 and
88-89 achool year
128 8. Summit
1 267-3341
1 bdrm. efficiency lor aummor sublease. Great
location, near Kohl Ptxxie 353-5416

Live In Style Next Year!
Come see NEWLOVE RENTALS
We rave an extensive listing
of apartments and houses to
fit your every need.
362-5620
328 S Main St
Stop In lor our FREE brochure

1 bedroom furnished apt Ctoee-to-campue and
downtown $325 (mcajdee utaWes) Available
March 1. 352-4389
1-2 BEDROOM APTS
School Year. Year. Summer Leases Available
S i V Rente* 352 7454
3 bdrm. apt. tor $340 a mo. Cloae to campus.
New paint S carpeting Aval now until May 10.
1988 Cal 363-0311 daiy

VlaH 441 Camp Palmer at
The Job Fair March 1.
Staff positions needed natural.
craft Inatructor, Meguarda, Indoor
& outdoor recreation instructors
4-H Camp Palmer Inc . R.R 1. Fayetto.
Ohio 43521 (419) 237-2247 or 2126

MARTEN APTS
2 bdrm. furnished or unfurnished
710 Seventh St -704 Fifth SI
3523445

AFFORDABLE 2 bdrm. 1 bath apt. Cloae to
campus. AveKeble now. 352-9302

Now leasing For Summer and Fal
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT APTS
I Residents Recieve a Free Membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

APAirTMENTS FOR RENT, g AND 12 MONTH
LEASES, CALL TIM AT 352-7112

FOR SALE
'76 Ford Mustang, sharp, red, new brakes, new
Mttery. $700 (negotiable) Cal 353-7720
evenings.

352-9378

Avstd Long W.Ik.
SOS 2nd Street
1 b*droom, unlumlshed spt.
FREE water and sewer
extremely tow heel bin.
Newiove R*nleil>
32» S Main 81.
352-5820

Rent for the surnmer-sMcious efficiency 218
1-2 Manvea. Rent Includes unities Cal
354 3057 after 10 PM
Room lor Rent
AveJebw Immedatery, quiet neighborhood Cal
after 4 PM 354-1064
Sublease Efficiency at prime location AH
utSMs paid including A-C May 1 5-Aug 1 5
$235-monm
352-1502

"For Sets: Formal dtaaaea laa length, and
long-stiae S t 7. Excellent Condition lest
Ofler. Call Us* today at ItMTtl"
1976 Olds Cutlass. Maroon 1 white Valour Interior. AC. auto trans, power brakes, steering ft
locks. AM-FM. rear defrost $700 or best offer
Cal 354 3442
1980 Datsun 210. 5 spd AM-FM cassette,
runs good. Muat sal $900. or best offer Cal
352-2838

DO YOU HAVE YOURS YET?
CAMPUS MANOR APTS
Close to Campus
FREE HEAT. A-C, WATER, SEWER
Private parking. 24 hr. maintenance
GET YOURS TOOAY'

Summer Rentals- 3 month losses
Apartments-Houses-Rooms
Phone 352-7385

Here's a tip ...
a Tax Tip.

RE MANAGEMENT 352-9302

2 bdrm moose home, turn.
with washer end dryer
$5,500 - 352-5001 alter 9:30 PM
83 Skyhawk PB. PS. AM-FM Cassette. 53.000
ml . $2.000 Cal 372-4485
For Sale: Stereo. Fisher turntable Receiver
Eguaazer. dual tap* deck. Pioneer CD. EPI
3-way speakers wall unit 7 CD* Asking $800
M*e 354-8517

Enfoy Coxy Cottage Living
22S South College
1 bdrm turn, ft unfurn. apt*
Private entrance ft parking, laundry
facllttlee apace for picnics ft gardens
FREE HEAT, WATER, ft SEWER
Iswwtov* Rentals 352-5620
126 S Main St

HART Skies 200 cm w Tyrol* 280 Racing Bin
dings SI 2i or best otter Call Ken 353 3436
IBM PC Software
Hundreds ol programs only $4 95 each. Cal
for free catalog 402 423-1387
Just what your Mr has been asking fort AMFM Msaette stereo. Has Dolby. Metal, Auto
Reverse. F.F. and Rewind. 10 station pre set
and digital display. 7-hand graphic equlllier
and 4 apeekars. Many special feature*. Excellent condition. Will Install. Call Dennis at
352-0722 Alter 8p.m. 352-2195

For Rent. 1 ft 2 bdrm apta. close to campus.
clubhouse ft swimming pod vaage Green
Apta. A MM Piece to Live Coma see our model
spt Summer and fal tosses Cal 354-3533
after 1 PM
House lor Rent- May SB-May 89
BEST HOUSE IN B G
4 bdrms. 2 car garage, wash-dryer, microwave,
dahwseher Cal (404)432-0261

Here are some
pointers to help get
your refund sooner.
• use the peel-off
label and preaddressed return
envelope.
• round off dollar
amounts.
• use the correct tax
table.
• sign and date your
return.
_mm^_^_
A*S*—t ■exiMsr mttHmim*
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Fiee Delivery

Free Delivery

Free Deliveiu,

OWN 400 P.M.
ONE COUPON P« PIZZA

OPeN 4:00 P.M.
ONE COUPON PEA PIZZA
EXPIRES 3/15/88

OPEN 4:00 P.M.
ONE COUPON PER PIZZfi

EXPIRES 3/15/88

EXPIRES 3/15/88

The BG News

Two day* prior to publication, 4p.m.
" {The BG News is not responsible fo' postal service delays)

HATH;

per od are 65' per line. $1.95 minimum.
- 50' e»tro per ad for twM tyi-*.
Approximately 35-45 spoces per line.
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Men and Women
Daytime and Evening
Appointments

354-3540
Planned Parenthood

/

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

PiAPUNIi

PMPAYmINT,

I
I
I
I

Low Cost Treatment

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
I" (8 line maximum) $ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

required (or all non-university related businesses and individuals.

The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
2U West Moll immediately if there is an error in your od. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors m classified ads for more'thon two consecutive insertions.

Af*9f7 Tve ALMOST BUN
«r*Tew WA omomon

A*k- Pt VttTlU. 1
THIHK 1U 9*INb
*OJU(, TO CLASS
MOW—
y

Mb TIM'S 60 F«* Tt*.*tD
mro A RAOUT.'

WIN A TRIP
to South Padre
Island, Tx.
only with

The BG News reserves the right to release the nomes of individuals who ploce odvertismg m The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases o' froud con be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME

PHONE*.

(PRINT)

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.
(For billing purposes only)
Please PRINT your ad clearly. FXAOTKhow you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold typo)

Winthrop Terrace Apts,

ClaeslfIcetlon In which you wish your ea to ■ppaart
Casnae* 4 City Ivemls*
loat anal Fovnet
Haas
tanrlcee Offeree
Personals

Help Wenle-a

•or Sat*

>of charaa •ar ana aay for o non-profit event or meeting only.
Delta* fo appexir

^*

,,.,.„

Total numear of days to appoar

Tickets on sale this
week in Math/Science
Foyer and at the Innovation
Dance on Feb. 25th!
Tickets only 50*!
Drawing the 25th at the Innovation Dance

Mall toi (On or Off<ompus Moil)
The IG Nswi
214 West Holl BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Phone:

372-2601

Save $5 per month on 9 or 12 month
leases signed by March 31
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs: Mon-Fri 9-7
Sat. 10-4

